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Abstract

In this thesis we will attempt to reconstruct the 6-point DBI amplitude through
the Double Copy method and probe it using soft limits. This specific example is
chosen because DBI is both a Nambu-Goldstone boson and an exceptional Effective
Field Theory, meaning it has unique soft limit cancellation properties. The relevant
theoretical groundwork are explained and simplified examples of both traditional
Feynman and Double Copy amplitudes are constructed in order to showcase their
workings. Along with this we present some discussions of the soft limit, enhanced
soft degrees, and some noteworthy examples relevant to the fields of soft limits, the
Double Copy, and Nambu-Goldstone bosons. A fully usable Double Copy amplitude
is not found due to the result containing many terms with forbidden factorisation.
However, momentum space sample sets are taken to confirm that it should indeed
factorise correctly. We will present the particular terms that constitute the soft can-
cellation of DBI’s 6-point interaction found through Feynman and will discuss the
way these can be interpreted in the DC amplitude. Potential similarities and discrep-
ancies are presented and certain implications of those are discussed. Among these is
the notion that one might be able to further constrain numerator terms constituting
the Double Copy method by drawing a potential connection from the equivalence of
the 4-point Feynman contact and Double Copy half-ladder diagrams to the 6-point
Feynman exchange and Double Copy half-ladder diagrams.
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 1

1 Introduction
For quite some time field theory calculations have been done using path integrals, corre-
lators, and Feynman diagrams and rules. These methods are straightforward and simple
for some calculations, tough but doable for others, and incredibly complicated and time
consuming for yet more. A stir was created when it was found that amplitudes can be
reconstructed through relatively simple means: The Double Copy [1]. The Double copy
was found to allow for a simple approach to complex amplitude calculations, like that of
the rather complicated infinite-loop-correction calculation needed for gravity amplitudes,
which could be recreated using–significantly more simple– Yang-Mills amplitudes. It was
then found that one could copy many different amplitudes by taking a doublet of Jacobi
relation-obeying numerator terms accompanying a new trivalent diagrammatic structure
central to this new method.

As this is still a rather new find we have yet to understand much of the workings behind
the Double Copy. For this exact reason we have set out to reconcile the Feynman and
Double Copy amplitudes of a scalar theory with a particularly interesting behaviour in
the Soft Limit of its 6-point interaction amplitude, namely Multi-DBI, in order to see if
the unique destructive interference that occurs between the different contributions of its
(in Feynman formalism) contact and exchange contributions is mimicked by the Double
Copy half-ladder and snowflake contributions.

When one calculates the amplitude of (multi) DBI’s 6-point interaction and then applies
the soft limit to them, one will find the furious feat that these diagrams show a lower
order soft degree than the overall amplitude. This is the result of the fact that the terms
exhibiting this lower soft degree will cancel each other out once the full amplitude is
taken. This phenomenon is rather unique in field theory. This fact exactly is why we
will be attempting to find the same amplitude through the Double Copy, so we may they
analyse the way these same terms come to cancel.

In part I of this thesis we will present the relevant topics needed to give full context
to the task we have set out for ourselves. This will contain examples of how to calculate
the Feynman and Double Copy amplitude of DBI in 4-point, an examination of the soft
limit and how a theory’s soft degree follows from its internal shift symmetry, and how
enhanced soft degrees are established. We will present a couple of interesting and relevant
examples of scalar theories connected to real particles, like the non-linear sigma model as
a representation of light pions, and will shortly consider certain soft theorems of various
levels of prestige.

In part II we first present our 6-point amplitude calculations through Feynman for-
malism, and use it to pinpoint exactly what is happening with the cancellation of terms
between different Feynman diagrams in the soft limit. We will then present our findings
for the Double Copy, which will sadly not be functionally usable. We then discuss what
we can interpret from these results we found and how the soft cancellation of amplitude
terms might be recovered in this new formalism. We will present some possible avenues
of further study with respect to constraining the Double Copy’s ansatze numerators fur-
ther and ponder on the possibility of potential connections one can draw between then
types of diagrams of the different approaches to constructing the amplitude.
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Part I: Context and Theory

2 QFT Cliffnotes, Constructing an Amplitude

In this work we will be looking at the soft limit of Multi-DBI’s 6-point interaction. As
such it is of great importance to ground this discussion in the very foundations of ampli-
tude calculations: QFT and Feynman formalism, including short discussions on flavour,
and Mandelstam variables. After that we can move on to the more specialised pieces of
this puzzle.
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Figure 1: Unspecified, exchange, and contact diagrams

2.1 Feynman Diagrams and Amplitudes

Field Theory calculations are most commonly done through the Feynman approach where
one uses a theory’s Lagrangian to draw diagrams of an interaction one wishes to evaluate,
which can then be used to derive a mathematical equation that expresses the desired am-
plitude using Feynman rules. This is a common short-cut often preferred over calculating
such an interaction from the ground up, as one can use prior knowledge about the terms
picked up from the structure of said diagram to construct the resulting amplitude. it is far
easier to use ’plug-and-play’ vertex rules and propagator terms than it is to go through the
whole calculation over and over. To illustrate this process we will go through the relevant
steps of applying Feynman rules to diagrams in a few simplified examples. As it serves
as a useful example we shall take a generic 4-point self-interaction of a massless scalar
theory, and pretend that there is a 3-point scalar interaction term to mimic the contribution
of exchange diagrams.

A Lagrangian will have a subset of terms that make up its interactive part. We call this,
unsurprisingly, the ’interaction Lagrangian’. These terms govern which vertices are per-
mitted in interactions concerning the theory in question. We will be constructing a 4-point
interaction. Thus, if the theory has 3-point vertices in its interaction Lagrangian then ex-
change diagrams are possible, and if it has a 4-point vertex then the contact diagram is
relevant. If it has both then, naturally, both are. These exchange and contact diagrams
are shown in Figure 1b and c. There are of course options to make more complicated
diagrams, but these tend to be suppressed by their own coupling constants, and will gen-
erally not be of relevance. The two types of diagrams that we consider are "tree-level"
diagrams, which means they are relatively simple and do not contain loops. This class of
diagrams is often the main point of focus due to its contributions being the main–in other
words: least suppressed–factors in an interaction’s behaviour.
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As one can see, the contact diagram has one vertex, while the exchange diagram has
two, and a particle being exchanged between them; hence the name. When evaluating
these diagrams’ contributions to the 4-point interaction’s amplitude we can plug in the
vertex rules and propagator terms we know from Feynman diagram formalism. For the
exchange diagram this will lead to the vertex rule being applied twice, alongside a propa-
gator term arising from the exchange particle, with the momentum of said particle gener-
ating a pole in the term. External particles can be ’amputated’ and thus do not need to be
taken into account.

Aexchange ∼ [Vertex rule]× [propagator term]× [vertex rule]

The contact diagram has no internal particle being exchanged, thus no propagator term is
added, and only one vertex rule needs to be applied:

Acontact ∼ [Vertex rule].

The propagator term is defined as:

D =
i

p2 −m2 + iε

where p is the exchange momentum, in this case p1 + p2. m is the mass of the particles,
which we have of course chosen to be 0, as our demonstrative scalar field might as well
be rather similar to the one we will be using later on. This term can lead to a pole appear-
ing in the amplitude, which is why iε is added, as it is a mathematical tool for contour
integration, which can be used to get around singularities in integrals. We will not have
need of it however.

These vertex rules and propagator terms come with some defined structure which can be
read off of the Lagrangian and is expressed in momenta and coupling constants. Here we
present two interaction Lagrangians to help us prepare for the ones we will need later on.
We will use one three-point term to present and explore the nature of exchange diagrams
in a simple and pedagogic fashion and a 4-point interaction term from DBI itself, as it is
simple enough to use as an example and will be useful later on.

L3
i = κφφφ (1)

L4
i = λ(∂µφ)(∂

µφ)(∂νφ)(∂
νφ) (2)

We have not given the 3-point term derivatives as it makes for a nice and straight-forward
example this way.

The 6-point DBI amplitude won’t be this simple of course, but since this is merely a
vehicle to discuss the methodology around Feynman amplitudes we have chosen to use
an overly simplified term for the exchange diagram. One might envision this example as
the scalar analogue of Yang-Mills theory.

To find all the relevant contributions to the φ4 amplitude of our simplified theories we
first remember that any loop contributions will be insignificant compared to the tree level
4-point contribution, and thus can be ignored, as is the same for higher order interactions
usually. We will assume that κ and λ are of comparable scale. As we will see later on
for DBI the different relevant vertices will scale in a similar way that these will if we set
λ = κ2. This, as we will see shortly, puts the two types of diagrams nicely on the same
level.
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We must now analyse the ways in which the diagrams can be permuted. The 4-point
interaction can be envisioned like shown in Figure 1. The grey blob is quite simply a
stand-in for "anything that can happen," which we of course amend to "anything that
can happen and nets us a contribution worth looking at." Hence we get the classic three
inequivalent channels: s, t, and u, from taking all inequivalent combinations of tying the
external legs to the different vertices of the exchange diagram. for the 4-point term we
get only the single contact diagram.

We now use a bit of intuition (and a lot of legwork done by others) to project Feynman
rules onto these diagrams. For our cubic term this means the vertices contribute a factor

−iκ, (3)

since no derivatives are found in that part of the interaction Lagrangian. The quartic term
gives us:

−iλ(pa · pb)(pc · pd), (4)

where a, b, c, and d denote the momentum of different legs of the interaction. These mo-
mentum dot products are the result of a Fourier transformation to the momentum domain
of the field operators used to calculate the amplitude, where derivatives of fields bring
one instance of that field’s momentum down from the field operator’s exponent within
the correlator. The answer we find is then projected back onto the diagram to be able to
consistently assign these Feynman rules to vertices and propagators without having to do
the whole calculation over and over again–or at all in our case.

It is important to note here that even though the 4-point contact diagram has no channels
it still has all the different permutations one can make with 4 fields, as the interaction
term itself does not specify which leg enters into which φ. This means we have 4!= 24
different contributions for the contact diagram, coming from all the ways we can combine
the momenta in pairs. The same would go for the exchange diagrams, although since
these hypothetical 3-point vertices have no partial derivatives the contribution need only
be multiplied by a simple symmetry factor that arises from these different permutations,
as they all contribute the same structure to the amplitude.

The last thing we have to take care of is the propagator. DBI contains only massless
particles thus we will take our theory to have the same. The propagator will then be given
by:

D =
i

q2 + iε
, (5)

where q2 is the momentum exchanged between the vertices, which is determined by the
topology of each specific diagram.

2.2 Mandelstam variables and Momentum Conservation

As shown above the amplitudes we are calculating are expressed in inner products of 4-
momenta: pa · pb. In a bit we will introduce flavour contractions, ta,b as well, as those are
very integral to Multi-DBI, but for now let’s stick with what we have. We can simplify
our pairs of momenta into single entities, as their dot products link them together quite
tightly: pa · pb ∼ sa,b. It is important to stop and consider these variables for a moment.
What we have just presented are Mandelstam variables, and they will be a very useful tool
in expressing our amplitude.
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Mandelstam variables, like momenta themselves, obey all applicable momentum con-
servation relations and on-shell conditions. The s channel we have presented above car-
ries momentum p1+ p2 from one vertex to the other, its propagator mediates this process,
and since we consider these interactions to be elastic no energy is lost. This means that
p1 + p2 = −p3 − p4, where the minus sign is a result of taking all external momenta to
be pointing towards their respective vertex. We can now take the norm of this equation:
(p1 + p2)

2 = (p3 + p4)
2, which, when written out shows us that:

(p1 + p2)
2 = p21 + 2p1p2 + p22 = 2p1p2 = s1,2

(p3 + p4)
2 = p23 + 2p3p4 + p24 = 2p3p4 = s3,4.

Which in simpler terms means that s1,2 = s3,4. The same of course counts for the other
channels: s1,3 = s2,4 and s2,3 = s1,4. All these follow from the information derived
from kinematic relations provided by the exchange channels, and the fact that external
particles, that being any of the numerically labelled ones, are on-shell. This means that
their 4-momentum squared with itself equals 0, since p2 returns the rest-mass of a particle
and these particles are massless.

The contribution to this interaction by the three channels can now be constructed as
follows:

−6iκ2(
1

s1,2
+

1

s1,3
+

1

s2,3
)

and that of the contact diagram by:

−iλ

4
(s1,2s3,4 + perms) = −i2λ(s21,2 + s21,3 + s22,3)

Where we have once again used the equivalence of ’opposite’ Mandelstam variables, and
the on-shell condition of external particles. We would like to point attention to the fact
that only three Mandelstam variables are of note in our contributions: s1,2, s1,3, and s2,3,
even though there are 6 Mandelstam variables possible with our 4 external legs, namely:

s1,2, s1,3, s1,4, s2,3, s2,4, s3,4.

The reason for this is of course the conservation laws we used above. There is, however,
even more we can constrain. Using the on-shell condition and the fact that one of the
external legs can always be taken as the sum of all others we find:

p4 =− (p1 + p2 + p3)

p24 =0

(p1 + p2 + p3)
2 =0

s1,2 + s1,3 + s2,3 =0

Where we then discover one final constraint:

s2,3 = −s1,2 − s1,3 (6)

which shows us that there are in fact only two independent Mandelstam variables at play
in this 4-point interaction. This leaves us with the following contact contribution:

Acontact
4 = −i2λ(s21,2 + s21,3 + s22,3) = −i4λ(s21,2 + s1,3s1,2 + s21,3)
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A point we must shortly discuss is lack of a factor 2 in the Mandelstam variables. In
the chapters following this one we will use the simple equivalence of pa · pb = sa,b. This
is not technically true, but it is not needed to take this detail into account. This numerical
factor will be left out in most steps of the computation as the structure of the momenta
(and flavour) is what matters far more than overall scalar values. This factor of 1

2
will end

up contributing very little to what we are looking for, as we are interested in the interplay
of different interaction diagrams, rather than the overall amplitude. Since the contribu-
tions from both types of amplitudes have the same power of Mandelstam variables we
incur no harm to our calculation by leaving this factor out.

Now, before we move on we must of course point out that the two contributions of our
different interaction diagrams don’t coincide on their units, as one has 4 powers of mo-
mentum, and the other has negative 2. This is of course the result of us, on purely peda-
gogical grounds, deciding that a 3-point scalar vertex suddenly exists. From here on out
we will only consider the 4-point vertex as it actually fits DBI.

2.3 Flavour
Now that we have the steps for finding an amplitude set out for ourselves we can start
complicating it by adding a last crucial property that our Lagrangian could be laden with:
Flavour.

Flavour can be represented by a theory having an internal symmetry, like O(N), SO(N),
U(N), SU(N), or something more complicated even. What this means is that a theory’s
particles come in different types, or in other words, the theory has particles of differ-
ent ’flavours’. One theory having multiple, discernible, instances interacting with each
other based on the same set of rules. A comparable example would be the colour of
quarks, although quantum chromodynamics can be approximately expressed through the
SU(2) symmetry group, while Multi-DBI in the fundamental representation has an inter-
nal SO(N) symmetry [2].

In a more palpable sense translating our theory to a multi-field theory is really as simple
(or as complicated) as giving all the field operators a flavour index, and adding flavour
contractions to the overall Lagrangian terms. We will demonstrate with the 4-point term
of the example above, which we will now add SO(N) flavour to, reflecting exactly what
it will look like in Multi-DBI:

Lflav
4 = λ(∂φi · ∂φj)(∂φk · ∂φl)[δilδjk −

1

2
δijδkl]

This addition will change the contribution of the contact term we presented above, gives us
an amplitude with different flavour channels, all of which are the same under permutation,
as is the nature of an internal symmetry like this. We now have our 4-point contribution:

Aflav
4 ∼ s21,2

(
−1

2
t1,2t3,4 +

1

2
t1,3t2,4 +

1

2
t1,4t2,3

)
+ s21,3

(
1

2
t1,2t3,4 −

1

2
t1,3t2,4 +

1

2
t1,4t2,3

)
+ s22,3

(
1

2
t1,2t3,4 +

1

2
t1,3t2,4 −

1

2
t1,4t2,3

)
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Where we can separate the three different flavour channels, t12t34, t13t24, and t14t23, to
obtain their individual amplitudes:

A12,34 ∼ 1

2

(
−s21,2 + s21,3 + s22,3

)
= s1,3 (s1,2 + s1,3) = − s1,3s2,3

A13,24 ∼ 1

2

(
s21,2 − s21,3 + s22,3

)
= s1,2 (s1,2 + s1,3) = − s1,2s2,3

A14,23 ∼ 1

2

(
s21,2 + s21,3 − s22,3

)
= − s1,2s1,3.

It should be easily visible that these are indeed the same under permutation. We have now
also directly presented multi-DBI’s 4-point amplitude.

With this we have exhausted the 4-point example’s usefulness to Feynman formalism,
and shall thus move on to the centrepiece of this play: DBI Theory.

3 DBI
We hereby introduce the vehicle through which we will attempt to probe the Double Copy
mechanism. DBI, which stands for Dirac Born Infeld, is a massless scalar theory. It is one
of the well known embodiments of a Nambu-Goldstone boson, and as such has a lot of
prior study to its name. It abides by an enhanced shift symmetry, which grants it special
’enhanced’ behaviour in the soft limit, and is both an Effective Field Theory (EFT) and
an enhanced EFT. On top of this DBI is also ’soft reconstructible’, which means one can
reconstruct it from soft assumptions [3] and it is one of the theories that abides by the
Double Copy construction [1, 4, 5]. We will introduce it by itself here and expand on its
soft behaviour later on in the Soft Limits chapter.

3.1 DBI Theory
DBI theory notes a scalar theory that has zero mass and only even interaction terms. The
action of this theory can be derived from the description of a d-brane fluctuating in (d+1)-
dimensional spacetime [4, 6].

A brane is what we call a hypersurface; a membrane with d + 1 dimensions that we
embed within a D + 1 dimensional "bulk", or "hyperspace", spacetime. When doing
this we can use a variety of embedding functions to describe the behaviour of the brane
in that higher order spacetime, connecting coordinates on the brane itself, say xµ, to
coordinates in the hyperspace, say Xµ. This gives us embedding functions XA(xµ), with
A ∈ {0, ..., D} and x ∈ {0, ..., d}. These embedding functions are maps from the brane’s
topology to that of the bulk [6].

If this hyperspace is granted a metric, say GAB, the above embedding functions can be
used to recover an induced metric in brane coordinates:

gµν(x) =
∂XA

∂xµ

∂XB

∂xν
GAB(X)

The connection between both of these can be used to recover Riemann curvature tensors,
bulk vectors, normal vectors, and extrinsic curvature tensors, all of which transform co-
variantly under diffeomorphis of both the brane and bulk. A covariant derivative, Dµ,
exists on the brane which respects both of these transformations [6].
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With all of the ingredients mentioned above one can then construct an invariant action,
which describes the brane’s dynamics, and a general form of it is given by:

Suniversal ≡ −
∫

dd+1x
√
−g = −

∫
dd+1x

√
−det(∂µXA∂νXBGAB(X)). (7)

This action allows us to recover DBI, which is found when taking the bulk spacetime to
be flat, i.e. D = d + 1 and GAB = ηAB. Applying these conditions to the geometric
ingredients presented above, along with fixing unitary gauge, allows us to reduce the
universal brane action to [6]:

SDBI ≡ −
∫

dd+1x
√

1 + (∂φ)2. (8)

With (∂φ)2 = ηµν∂
µφ∂νφ. This action allows us to recover the DBI Lagrangian upon

expanding the root, which we will consider without flavour for now [2, 6]:

LDBI = −1

2
(∂φ)2 +

λ

8

[
(∂φ)2

]2
− λ2

16

[
(∂φ)2

]3
+ ... (9)

where λ is the coupling constant that scales the interactions and the ellipsis imply other,
higher order, terms that we will not need to bother with.

What we have here is a velocity term, 1
2
(∂φ)2, a quartic interaction term, [(∂φ)2]2 that

scales with λ, and a sextic interaction term, [(∂φ)2]3, which scales with λ2. There are
an infinite amount of even interaction terms (8, 10, 12, etc) resulting from the root’s
expansion, but those fall off very fast due to suppression by the higher powers of λ and
are thus again not relevant to lower order tree-level diagrams, and with it to what we are
interested in.

The multi-field generalisation of this theory, which we will be working with, arises
from the symmetry breaking pattern [2]:

ISO(d+N)

SO(d)× SO(N)
, (10)

with d again the spacetime dimension (including time already) and N that of the flavour’s
SO(N) symmetry mentioned above.

DBI is invariant under a a (d+1)-dimensional Lorentz symmetry, and the following shift
symmetry [2, 4, 6]:

δDBIφ(x) = c+ bµ(xµ + φ∂µφ) (11)

Where c is a scalar and i and j are flavour indices, the effect of which which we will
consider later on in this chapter. This shift has both a constant and linear space-time
component, and is quadratic in the field φ itself. We will dig into the implications of this
shift symmetry towards the theory’s soft behaviour in the soft limit chapter, but that is not
the only thing this shift symmetry brings about.

When a degenerate ground state, like for instance the well known U(1) mexican hat
potential, is introduced to a theory with a symmetry like this we encounter spontaneous
symmetry breaking (SSB). This is a phenomenon introduced by Yoichiro Nambu in 1960;
expanded upon by, among others, Jeffrey Goldstone; and applied in many different ways
since. The Higgs mechanism is one of many things that resulted from this initial idea of
SSB. A broken symmetry like we see here gives rise to a Nambu-Goldstone boson. Since
this shift symmetry suffers the same fate DBI is one of these.
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DBI does not stand on its own, as it is part of a triplet of enhanced EFTs with many
internal connections. The other two members of this triplet are the Special Galileon (SG)
and the Non-Linear Sigma Model (NLSM). All three of these are NGBs, and can even
be shown to map into one another under certain flavour-derivative transformations [7].
Moreover, NLSM has been shown to be an excellent representation of light pions.

3.2 The 6-Point Interaction
We will be studying the DBI field’s 6-point self-interaction, where we take 3 particles to
come in and 3 to go out of an unspecified interaction. This interaction is governed mainly
by two types of diagrams, those being contact and exchange, as we will again consider
loop corrections to be too suppressed to matter to us. We will discuss the diagrams that
make up this interaction, present their (Single) DBI Feynman rules and discuss the mo-
mentum conservation laws at play. Once that is done we will translate what we have to
Multi-DBI by adding flavour, much like we did in last chapter’s example.

φ1

φ2

φ3

φ4

φ5

φ6

p1

p2

p3

p4

p5

p6

Figure 2: 6-point DBI contact diagram

3.2.1 Contact

The contact diagram is shown in Figure 2 and is represented in the Lagrangian (9) by the
term:

L6 =
λ2

16

[
(∂φ)2

]3
. (12)

As shown in our simplified example above the partial amplitude of a diagram can be found
by applying the relevant Feynman rules to its structure. The Feynman rule for this vertex
is similar to the one found in the previous section as well, except for an added set of legs.
We must again remind ourselves that the vertex term does not specify which leg goes
where, meaning we need to take all different combinations with which we can place the
external legs into the vertex:

−i
λ2

16

∑
perms

(pa · pb)(pc · pd)(pe · pf ) (13)

As one can see, the three square sets of ∂φ’s give three products of momentum, which
multiply the regular vertex rule coming from the coupling constant together with a factor
−i.
To use this vertex term one must plug in all possible permutations of the leg orientations,
which means distributing 6!= 720 configurations over term (12). This isn’t much of an
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issue for now as the terms remain relatively simple but will come in to play far more
abundantly once flavour is being factored in.

φ1

φ2

φ3

φ4

φ5

φ6

p1
p2

p3

q123

φ

p4
p5

p6

Figure 3: 6-point DBI exchange diagram

3.2.2 Exchange

The other type of tree-level diagrams possible for this interaction is the exchange diagram.
These consist of two 4-point vertices and a propagator running between them, as is shown
in Figure 3. The external legs will be tied to the vertices in whichever way possible that
doesn’t create degenerate diagrams. This can be done in (remembering basic statistics)
6! /(3! (6 − 3)! ) = 20 different ways. Half of these, however, are equivalent to the
others due to momentum conservation, so we end up with only 10 that we need to take
into account. The most straightforward example of an exchange diagram can be seen in
Figure 3, and some of the more complicated ones are shown in Figure 4.

Similarly to the contact diagram the vertices don’t specify which leg goes where, so we
have 4!= 24 permutations of momenta for each vertex, which gives us 24 × 24 = 576
terms to consider for every exchange diagram.

The vertices of these diagrams are governed by the Lagrangian’s quartic term:

L6 =
λ

8

[
(∂φ)2

]2
, (14)

which then gives us the vertex rule as follows:

−iλ

8

∑
perms

(pa · pb)(pc · pqabc) (15)

where qabc of course is the exchanged momentum.
The other needed Feynman rule here is the one describing the propagator, which is

given as follows:

Dqa,b,c =
i

sa,b,c
, (16)

where we neglect the iε prescription already, as we will not make use of it.
To construct the amplitude of an exchange diagram we, like before, will have to apply

the vertex rule to both vertices and then add the propagator term inbetween. Before we
do so, however, we will once again discuss the momentum conservation rules relevant to
this interaction.
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φ1

φ2

φ3

φ4

φ5

φ6

p1

p2

p3

q423

p4

p5
p6

(a) q423 = p4 + p2 + p3

φ1

φ2

φ3

φ4

φ5

φ6

p1

p2

p3

q623

p4

p5

p6

(b) q623 = p6 + p2 + p3

φ1

φ2

φ3

φ4

φ5

φ6

p1

p2

p3

q143

p4
p5

p6

(c) q143 = p1 + p4 + p3

φ1

φ2

φ3

φ4

φ5

φ6

p1

p2

p3

q153

p4

p5

p6

(d) q153 = p1 + p5 + p3

Figure 4: Some exchange diagrams

3.3 Momentum Conservation
To work out our amplitudes in full it is important to establish the way momentum conser-
vation guides this interaction. We know of course that the total momentum is conserved
just like with the 4-point example, giving us equalities like the following:

s1,2,3 = s4,5,6, (17)

and all its permutations, where sa,b,c = sa,b + sa,c + sb,c. We also, again, must consider
the fact that one of our external legs can be taken as the sum of all other momenta:

p6 = −(p1 + p2 + p3 + p4 + p5), (18)

where the signs were chosen such that all momenta point towards the interaction, which
was done for mathematical simplicity. This condition in turn gives us a similar constraint
as we saw above when applying the on-shell condition to this leg:

p1 ·p2+p1 ·p3+p1 ·p4+p1 ·p5+p2 ·p3+p2 ·p4+p2 ·p5+p3 ·p4+p3 ·p5+p4 ·p5 = 0, (19)

where on-shell conditions apply to all external legs. This can be written out far more
nicely in our Mandelstam variable notation:

s1,2 + s1,3 + s1,4 + s1,5 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s2,5 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 = 0. (20)

granting us another equation that allows us to express one of these variables as the sum of
the others.

Altogether then we have 10 constraint equations from all the equivalent exchange chan-
nels, which, when solved, constrain 5 Mandelstam variables, and the on-shell condition
of p26, which gives one last constraint. In the results we will work primarily with the ini-
tial constraints expressing every Mandelstam variable that contains a value of p6 as a sum
of others, and will then add a last one picking from those left as we please. We end up
choosing s2,5 simply because it made the result fit nicely in Mathematica.
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3.4 Feynman Rules to Amplitudes
Going from the contact diagrams and the relevant vertex rule to a partial amplitude is
relatively straightforward, as the diagram needs only the single Feynman rule (and all its
permutations) to be turned into a bona fide (partial) amplitude. The exchange diagrams,
however, need a little more work to be ready for use. Accounting for all the different
relevant diagrams and combining the rules for both vertices and the propagator, and ac-
counting for the different permutations of the momenta going into each vertex we end up
with the exchange amplitude expressed as follows:

Apartial
exchange =

(
λ

8

)2 ∑
diagrams

i

sqabc

[ ∑
perms

(pa ·pb)(pc ·pqabc)
][ ∑

perms

(pd ·pe)(pf ·pqabc)
]

(21)

where qabc represents the exchange momentum. a, b, c and d, e, f are the incoming and
outgoing momenta respectively. These are, as before, a result of the different ways the
partial derivatives can connect the legs through dot products, and the sum over qabc gives
us all the different channel topologies. Presenting this in Mandelstam variables would
only make sense after substituting the exchange momentum, which will not add much of
worth to our explanation right now while making the formula a bit lengthier than needed,
thus we will leave this term as-is.

The contact contribution can however be presented in Mandelstam variables quite eas-
ily:

Apartial
contact = −i

λ2

16

∑
perms

sa,bsc,dse,f (22)

Now that we finally have all of these pieces set up it’s time to give them a nice coat
of paint, although that joke would probably work better had we been about to introduce
colour charge to our theory.

3.5 Multi-DBI
Multi-DBI is essentially an extension of DBI. The fields (∂φ) will henceforth carry a
flavour index, which means they obey an internal SO(N) symmetry. The interaction terms
relevant to this variation of DBI are similar to the ones we saw before but of course with
flavour information added. We thus get

L6 = λ2(∂µφ
i)(∂µφj)(∂νφ

k)(∂νφl)(∂ρφ
m)(∂ρφn)

[1
6
δinδjkδlm−1

8
δijδkmδln+

1

48
δijδklδmn

]
(23)

for the contact diagram, and

L4 =
λ

4
(∂µφ

i)(∂µφj)(∂νφ
k)(∂νφl)

[
δilδjk − 1

2
δijδkl

]
(24)

for the vertices that will constitute the exchange diagrams. Apart from the addition of
flavour indices i, j, k, l,m and n, and flavour deltas to induce contraction structure, the
numerical values weighing the terms have been slightly altered. Here we can see that
the deltas, when applied to the fields, lead to terms where the flavour indices connect
differently compared to the partial derivatives, adding a new level of structure to the the-
ory, giving each vertex multiple terms with different flavour structures to governing its
contribution. Luckily for us the propagator remains unchanged.
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These updated interaction terms now allow us to construct flavour-full vertex rules
from which we can find the partial amplitudes. We will skip presenting the vertex and
propagator rules again, as it should be clear by now how these work, and will instead
present the formulas describing the partial amplitudes right away:

Aflavour
contact = −iλ2

∑
perms

sa,bsc,dse,f

(
1

6
δa,fδb,cδd,e −

1

8
δa,bδc,eδd,f +

1

48
δa,bδc,dδe,f

)
(25)

gives the contact diagram, where the flavour indices have been ’spent’ and are now indi-
cating which external legs are contracted with each other.

The exchange diagrams will, like before, be a bit more complicated:

Aflavour
exchange =

(
λ

4

)2 ∑
diagrams

i

sqabc

(∑
perms

(pa · pb)(pc · pqabc)

)(
δa,qδb,c −

1

2
δa,bδc,q

)

×

(∑
perms

(pd · pe)(pf · pqabc)

)(
δq,fδd,e −

1

2
δq,dδe,f

)
(26)

we once again run into the fact that substituting q for the full exchange momentum sum
to be able to show the proper Mandelstam variable form would only serve to make the
equation less comprehensible. Substituting the pq terms will result in a sum of Mandel-
stam variables, after which the flavour contractions with qs in them will link together, like,
for instance, δa,qδq,f = δa,f . This makes sense of course, as the flavour of the exchange
particle does not change inbetween the vertices, thus it is carried out of one vertex and
into the other.

What we have here is an excellent template to feed into a Mathematica script, which
can then do the rest of the calculation for us. Hence we can now consider the theory
section regarding how to construct the Feynman amplitude to be concluded, and proceed
onwards.

4 Double Copy
The Double Copy is a phenomenon found relatively recently, where complicated ampli-
tudes, like that of gravity’s self-interaction–which has an infinite amount of loop cor-
rections and thus is quite computationally heavy–can be reconstructed through relatively
simple means. One can multiply two specific numerator factors and divide them by a
propagator term of sorts to recreate an amplitude. This was first done by recreating a
gravity amplitude using the Yang-Mills interaction [1] as a template for the ’numerator
terms’. This would only be the first of many theories that have been found to show a
connection of this sort. Its implications, and how far its web of connected theories might
reach, are not yet fully understood. As such it is currently a very active area of theoretical
research.

4.1 Duality between Colour and Kinematics
The advent of the Double Copy was the result of the curious property that colour and
kinematic factors of gauge theories, specifically Yang-Mills (YM) and gravity, obeyed
Jacobi relations of their own. One can construct 4-point YM colour factors, cs, ct, andcu,
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from the relevant structure constants, and 4-point gravity kinematic factors, ns, nt, andnu,
from momentum and polarisation vectors using well-known Feynman rules. These factors
can then be shown to obey colour and kinematic Jacobi identities [1]:

cs + ct + cu = −2(fa1a2bf ba3a4 + fa2a3bf ba1a4 + fa3a1bf ba2a4) = 0, (27)

and
ns + nt + nu = 0. (28)

The colour relation is satisfied by the group theory structure constants (fabc in a gauge the-
ory, and the kinematic factors are found to neatly cancel out when the on-shell conditions
are applied to them.

The equivalence between these colour and kinematic identities is what was then dubbed
a "duality between colour and kinematics." It would later be found that this hidden struc-
ture that connects different theories stretches far beyond just YM and gravity.

The full implications of these analogous identities is also yet to be presented, as it
was proposed that, through sharing the same Jacobi relations, these numerators might be
mutually interchangeable. When one swaps colour factors for kinematic factors in the
YM 4-point amplitude,

iAtree
4 = g2

(nscs
s

+
ntct
t

+
nycu
u

)
→ iMtree

4 =
(κ
2

)2(n2
s

s
+

n2
t

t
+

n2
y

u

)
, (29)

(along with of course the coupling constants) a new, once again gauge-invariant, object
is found. This new entity is moreover quite simply the 4-point gravity amplitude. The
kinematic numerators are now ’doubled up’, hence it was called the "double copy." The
amplitude that is constructed here through this ad-hoc method was found to necessarily
describe the scattering of four gravitons in Einstein’s General Relativity, up to an overall
normalisation, with multiple avenues of proof to boot[1]. The specific amplitude that
we see reproduced here is the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye (KLT) form of the gravity amplitude
[1, 8], which was initially derived in the low-energy limit of string theory.

With some extra mathematical steps, like substituting a chosen solution for one of the
colour or kinematic factors into the YM amplitude and solving for the partial amplitudes
that result, one can show the direct connection between both of these amplitudes:

Mtree
4 (1, 2, 3, 4) = −isAtree

4 (1, 2, 3, 4)Atree
4 (1, 2, 4, 3), (30)

with Atree
4 (1, 2, 3, 4) denoting a partial (YM) amplitude. This is exactly one of the KLT

relations between gravity and gauge, which here has been recovered simply from colour-
kinematics duality and gauge invariance constraints.

What this means is that we can reconstruct the 4-point gravity amplitude by using a
far simpler theory, namely YM, and simply swapping out the relevant numerators. This
phenomenon made certain complicated amplitude calculations significantly easier to do,
and was furthermore found to connect a wide network of theories, one of which will be
relevant to our research here. The full ’web’ is presented in Figure 5 below, courtesy of
the review article by the very pioneers of the Double Copy themselves. Among the con-
nections are (of course) Einstein gravity and YM, but also EFTs like the Special Galileon,
Dirac-Born-Infeld, Non-Linear Sigma Model–which once again form a nice little triplet-
and many more that we know of right now, with potential for more to be added!
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Figure 5: The web of Double Copy reconstructible theories [1].

4.2 Double Copy in action

To present the phenomenon in its most straight forward form we will go through the 4-
point example for DBI, reconstructing it from numerators we generate from an ansatze
approach. We start with the general formula that governs the DC phenomenon [1]:

ADC = i

#BCJ∑
j=1

AjBj

Dj

. (31)

One multiplies two numerator factors, Aj and Bj , and divides them by the relevant Feyn-
man propagator products, 1

Dj
, for all the relevant diagrams–hence the sum–to reconstruct

an amplitude. The diagrams used to pick out the relevant propagator terms will not be
those derived from the Lagrangian, and thus won’t look like our Feynman diagrams. It
was found [1] that trivalent graphs and the propagator structure that arises from those is
what is needed to make this phenomenon fit, as there seems to be a way to, using th Ja-
cobi identities, permutatively map interactions into only trivalent connections. This even
supersedes the Lagrangian of a theory, meaning that a theory with only even vertices
(like DBI) can still be represented with trivalent diagrams for the DC. These diagrams
are dubbed BCJ diagrams, after the trio that found the DC phenomenon and constructed
the diagrammatic approach needed for it: Zvi Bern, John Joseph Carrasco, and Henrik
Johansson.

Which theory will be reconstructed depends on the types of numerators used. These
numerators contain information pertaining to the theory in the form of kinematic and
flavour factors. We will show a few examples to demonstrate the process. SG, Multi-
DBI, and NLSM are considered to be enhanced EFTs due to properties relating to soft
limits, and can be reconstructed through the use of equation 31. The numerator terms
needed to do so are as follows in Table 1:
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Theory Aj ×Bj

SG kinematic ×kinematic
DBI kinematic ×flavour

NLSM flavour ×flavour

Table 1: Effective Field Theory construction through the Double Copy

One can recover amplitudes of the Special Galileon theory by substituting kinematic nu-
merators relevant to the specific diagram being calculated into Aj and Bj . One can instead
find DBI using a kinematic and a flavour factor, and NLSM by using only flavour factors.

4.3 BCJ diagrams
When studying the relation between colour and kinematics, Bern, Carrasco, and Johans-
son found that one could "reorganise the perturbative expansion of tree-level amplitudes"
by writing them out in exclusively cubic diagrams once their characteristic factors (colour
or kinematic, or both) would obey analogues to the same Jacobi relation. We call the dia-
grams that are constructed from this ’BCJ diagrams’, and they are at the very heart of the
functioning of the Double Copy phenomenon.

Cubic diagrams, by their very nature, come in two forms, depending on how many
external legs one considers. That is, tree-level ones do. Loops will make things more
complicated, as they are wont to do, but can be, as expected, ignored. For any order
diagram one can make ’half-ladder’ shapes, lining up and connecting all the vertices,
where each also connects to an external leg, shown in Figure 6a. With 6 or more external
legs, however, one can also form ’snowflake’ diagrams, as shown in Figure 6b. As the
names indicate, the half-ladder diagrams look like a ladder with one side missing, and the
snowflakes look like simple snowflakes.

(a) Half-ladder (b) Snowflake

Figure 6: Half-ladder and Snowflake BCJ Diagrams

4.4 Propagators, Numerators, and Amplitudes
Now that we have most of the necessary information presented we can try to build our
own DC amplitude. This will be particularly useful as the numerators can be somewhat
tricky to present without context. It turns out that these factors arise from particular
BCJ diagrams of theories, and as such finding them is a work of their own. We will be
borrowing from prior work to skip finding these numerators and put them into practice
directly. More information about them can be found in [2, 1]. They are constructed as a
general ansatze which is then constrained to fit our needs. More on this process in a bit.
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Taking 4-point Multi-DBI as our practice project will serve us well here. We will
start off by finding the BCJ diagrams. As this interaction is below that which can start
generating snowflake diagrams we have only the half-ladder topology to consider. This
means that we get diagrams quite similar to our exchange diagrams presented above. The
famous s, t, and u channels are in essence half-ladder diagrams already! Now we need to
read off the propagators relevant to the diagrams and fill in the correct numerator terms.

To find the propagator terms we only have to look at the internal lines, like one does
with Feynman diagrams, and multiply any of the propagator terms with each other. For
our diagrams (Figure 7) that is simply 1/sab for each permutation of the external momenta,
which one does by filling all combinations of 1, 2, 3, and 4 into a, b, c, and d. With that

φa φd

φb φc

pa pq pd

pb pc

Figure 7: 4-point half-ladder BCJ diagram

done we must now find the numerator terms. As mentioned, this is a process of Ansatze
and fine-tuning. It would be wise to present the DC equation (31) in its updated form,
which represents the 4-point interaction we are working with specifically:

A4-DBI
DC = i

∑
perms

Na,b,c,dFa,b,c,d

sa,b
(32)

With Na,b,c,d the kinematic, and Fa,b,c,d the flavour numerator.
One knows what the momentum scaling of a numerator term will have to be depend-

ing on the interaction considered, as we already know the answer we are working to-
wards through Feynman formalism, and know how many powers of momentum we need
to ’overshoot’ to compensate for the propagator dividing them out. The same goes for
flavour factors, although those don’t require any overshoot of course. This means that for
our example the total amount of Mandelstam variables we need from the numerators is
3, which will then be divided over the kinematic factor, which will supply 2 powers of
Mandelstam variables, and the flavour factor, which will provide a Mandelstam variable
and flavour contractions [2]. These factors can be used for SG, DBI, and NLSM without
much further ado.

Starting with a general template of a weighted sum of each possible combination of
Mandelstam variables for the kinematic numerator, and each combination of a Mandel-
stam variable and flavour terms for the flavour numerator, one demands these overall
factors to obey their kinematic and flavour (previously colour) Jacobi relations to force
most of the weighting constants to take on a specific value and thus giving the numerator
term a defined shape. Then afterwards one restricts the result further to end up factorising
correctly as well. What one will be left with, for the 4-point interaction at least, are the
following numerator terms [2]:

Na,b,c,d =
1

2
z1,2sa,b (sa,b + 2sb,c) (33)
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Fa,b,c,d = sb,c ((z3,1 − z3,2) ta,dtb,c + (z3,1 − z3,2) ta,ctb,d − 2z3,2ta,btc,d)

+ sa,b (z3,1ta,ctb,d − z3,2 (ta,dtb,c + ta,btc,d)) (34)

for the kinematic and flavour factors. It is important to note that in this representation
we still have gauge parameters, which will have to be set to some value later on for the
amplitude to match that of the Feynman approach.

Now that we have the numerators, know which propagator terms are needed, and know
the diagrams we need to apply all these to we can do exactly that, finding the amplitude
as follows:

(35)
A4-DBI

DC = −3

2
z1,2
(
s21,2 (2t1,3t2,4z3,2 + t1,4t2,3 (z3,2 − z3,1) + t1,2t3,4 (z3,2 − z3,1))

+ 2s1,3s1,2 ((t1,3t2,4 + t1,2t3,4) z3,2 − t1,4t2,3z3,1)

+ s21,3 (2t1,2t3,4z3,2 + t1,4t2,3 (z3,2 − z3,1) + t1,3t2,4 (z3,2 − z3,1))
)
.

Which is starting to amount to quite the line of contributions. We do notice however, that
some of the gauge parameters line up very nicely, and can be cancelled out by choosing
z3,2 = z3,1 and z1,2 = −1/(3z3,1), which gives us:

A4-DBI
DC = s21,2t1,3t2,4 + s21,3t1,2t3,4 − s1,3s1,2 (t1,4t2,3 − t1,3t2,4 − t1,2t3,4) (36)

This should start to look somewhat familiar, but to make it even easier to recognise we
will pick out the three flavour channels:

A12,34 = s1,3 (s1,2 + s1,3) = −s1,3s2,3 (37)
A13,24 = s1,2 (s1,2 + s1,3) = −s1,2s2,3 (38)
A14,23 = −s1,2s1,3 (39)

Which are indeed exactly the amplitudes we found through the Feynman approach.

4.5 The 6-point Interaction in DC
4.5.1 6-point BCJ Diagrams

As shown above, finding an amplitude with the DC can be quite different from the Feyn-
man approach. This will become even more apparent for the 6-point interaction as the
cubic vertices are here to stay, even for an interaction of this order. This means that we
now have to consider snowflake diagrams alongside the half-ladders we have used in our
above 4-point example. The 6-point half-ladder and snowflake diagrams are shown in
figures 8 and 9.

Rather than the single contact and 10 inequivalent exchange diagrams we now have
(2n − 5)! ! = 105 diagrams [2] to work with in total, which are divided over 6! /23 =
90 half ladder and 6! /(23 · 3! ) = 15 snowflake diagrams. The 1

23
factors come from

antisymmetry in all legs, and the 1
3!

factor comes from the equivalence of the three prongs
of the snowflake diagrams.

These numbers don’t just come falling out of the sky of course, as they are tied to
the diagrams themselves, and are the result of the permutations that leave the diagrams
equivalent. The half-ladder diagrams, for instance, will remain entirely unchanged under
the interchanging of the two legs that go into the first vertex, or those that come out of the
last one, φa ↔ φb and φe ↔ φf in Figure 8. The same diagram is also unchanged under
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φa φf

φb φc φd φe

pa pqab pqabc pqabcd pf

pb pc pd pe

Figure 8: 6-point half-ladder BCJ diagram

the complete reversal of all the legs, meaning φa ↔ φf , φb ↔ φe, and φc ↔ φd at the
same time. This leads to the 1

23
factor for the half-ladder diagrams.

The snowflake topology is significantly different than that of the half-ladder, and as it
is far more constrained it will have less inequivalent options available. Exchanging any
pair of external legs linking together will naturally leave the diagram invariant. Figure 9
shows how exchanging φa ↔ φb, φc ↔ φd, or φe ↔ φf would not change anything about
the forces at play in this interaction. These three equivalences once again give us a factor
1
23

, but the legs coming out of the central vertex can be connected to any of the external
pairs in any order without changing the physics of these diagrams either. This leads to an
additional factor of 1

3!
, for the 3× 2× 1 ways one can pick the connections from each of

the pairs of external legs to the central vertex. After one pair has been given a point to
latch on to, one less point will be left over. All in all this means we are left over with 90
half-ladder and 15 snowflake diagrams.

These diagrams, by their topology, also show us that the momentum conservation rules
will change somewhat, or at least, the way they are established will. The on-shell condi-
tion of p6 remains as-is, but now we can form the equivalences of:

s1,2 = s3,4,5,6 = s3,4 + s3,5 + s3,6 + s4,5 + s4,6 + s5,6, (40)

and all its permutations. These follow from the fact that the half-ladder diagrams have all
the momenta in a row, and thus taking the initial two going into the leftmost vertex should
be the same as all 4 cascading together from the right side.

As long as we pick the same variables to solve for this set of equations will give us
the same overall dependence as we saw before, and moreover will already contain the
on-shell p26 conservation law’s additional constraint.

4.5.2 6-point Propagators, Numerators, and Amplitudes

A big difference between the 6-point and any of our previous examples is the fact that we
now have to consider a lot more propagator terms than we had to before. Both types of
diagrams will have three each. Those of the half-ladder diagrams will increase in scope
with each vertex, while those of the snowflake diagrams will remain a bit more simple.
As the half-ladder diagram passes the momentum on through each vertex an incoming leg
contributes another instance of momentum to it. This means our full propagator term will
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be a product of the three Mandelstam variables, like so:

D1 =
1

sa,b
(41)

D2 =
1

sa,b,c
(42)

D3 =
1

sa,b,c,d
=

1

se,f
(43)

Where the last one can be taken as its equivalent counterpart. Constructing the propagator
for these diagrams will then give us:

Dhalf-ladder =
1

sa,bsa,b,cse,f
. (44)

The propagator terms for the snowflake diagram will be a tad simpler to compose, but
there is still a product of three of them, as we have three internal lines leading into the
snowflake’s heart, as can be seen in Figure 9.

φb

φa

φc φd

φe

φf

pb
pa

pqab

pqcd

pqef

pc pd

pepf

Figure 9: Snowflake diagram

One can then construct the overall propagator as follows:

Dsnowflake =
1

sa,bsc,dse,f
(45)

With these known the numerator terms can now be constructed. As above we will
simply use the terms found in the work that lays the foundation for ours [2]. What is
notable here however, is that the numerator factors for the snowflake diagrams were found
to have another level of structure to them. Both the kinematic and flavour factors for the
snowflake diagrams will have the form of [2]:

N snowflake
a,b,c,d,e,f = N half-ladder

a,b,c,d,e,f −N half-ladder
a,b,d,c,e,f , (46)

F snowflake
a,b,c,d,e,f = F half-ladder

a,b,c,d,e,f − F half-ladder
a,b,d,c,e,f . (47)
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We can now present the formulas needed to find the full contributions to the amplitude
from both the half-ladder and snowflake diagrams:

Ahalf-ladder =

diagrams∑ Na,b,c,d,e,fFa,b,c,d,e,f

sa,bsa,b,cse,f
(48)

Asnowflake =

diagrams∑ (Na,b,c,d,e,f −Na,b,d,c,e,f )(Fa,b,c,d,e,f − Fa,b,d,c,e,f )

sa,bsc,dse,f
. (49)

Both the kinematic and flavour numerators can be found, once again, by taking all of
the possible combinations of Mandelstam variables (and flavour terms, for the flavour
factor) and weighing them in a sum, which will then be subjected to Jacobi identities and
demanded to factorise properly. However, in [2] a simplified version of the kinematic
numerator was presented, which used only a subset of all the terms present in the ’full’
kinematic numerator. That term is constructed from the identities below:

(50)Na,b,c,d,e,f = sa,bPa,b,c,d,e,f + order reversed

where Pa,b,c,d,e,f is a physical parameter that is given by the expression:

Pa,b,c,d,e,f = −se,f
(
sb,c (−4sa,f + 4 (sb,d + sc,d + sc,e) + 5sd,e)

+ sa,c (−4sa,f + 4 (sb,d + sc,d) + sb,c + 9sd,e) + 4s2a,b + 5sa,csa,d + s2a,c
)

+ 4 (sa,b + sa,c + sb,c) ((sa,c + sb,c) (−sa,f + sb,c + sb,d + sc,d) + sb,csc,e)

− 4sd,e (sa,dsb,c + sa,c (sb,d + sc,d)) + s2e,f (4sa,b + 5sa,c) ,

(51)

which is accompanied by a gauge transformation. This kinematic numerator, Ni,j,k,l,m,n is
composed of two overall terms, the latter the reverse order form of the first. When the full
term is expanded all its subsequent terms are of order s4[2], where [n] gives the "order" of
the Mandelstam variable, or in other words, how many of the momenta it draws together.
As an example, sa,b ≡ s[2], and sa,b,c = sa,b + sa,c + sb,c ≡ s[3].

We would like to note that this alternative compact numerator does not contain a set
of gauge variables, whereas the full version of the kinematic numerator does, exactly like
the flavour numerator, which we will present now.

The flavour numerator can, as a consequence of the overall process for finding these
numerators that has already been discussed, be constructed from sets of:

Fa,b,c,d,e,f = s2a,b (28δa,fδb,eδc,d − 28δa,eδb,fδc,d + 11δa,bδc,dδe,f + 13δa,fδb,dδc,e
− 13δa,dδb,fδc,e − 34δa,eδb,dδc,f − 5δa,dδb,eδc,f + 25δa,fδb,cδd,e

− 26δa,cδb,fδd,e + 8δa,bδc,fδd,e − 7δa,eδb,cδd,f + 26δa,cδb,eδd,f + 13δa,bδc,eδd,f
− 9δa,dδb,cδe,f + 7δa,cδb,dδe,f ) + all Mandelstam combinations,

(52)

for all the different s2[2] Mandelstam variable combinations. This factor has not been given
in its full form. These numerator terms, as mentioned by those who found them originally
[2], are "rather complicated" expressions. We will expand upon this by pointing out that
showing them would take up a multitude of pages each.

The flavour numerator is also where we encounter gauge parameters, as they are a result
of the varied possibilities in which the flavour numerator can satisfy its Jacobi relations.
We have encountered these gauge parameters in the 4-point example already, where there
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were only 3 in total. These were quite easily set to take on the values needed to turn the
DC amplitude into one that mimics the Feynman amplitude. In this case however we have
to work with 6 of them. We will however, be able to simplify our result to once again be
gauge invariant, albeit in a somewhat reduced form due to computing power restraints.

With this we have hopefully sufficiently shown how one can construct an amplitude
through the Double Copy method, and with that will be turning to the final point of interest
for this work: the soft limit.

5 The Soft Limit
When examining an amplitude it can often be useful to take specific limits of energies or
momenta. These can vary from overall low- or high-energy limits (InfraRed or UltraViolet
limits), to even taking one of the specific particles’ momenta to be zero. This is what we
call the "soft limit".

We can of course not just take a particle’s momentum to zero in and of itself, as it
would cause problems in the mathematical representation of a theory, thus what we are
really doing is a transformation of one, or in certain cases even multiple, of the external
legs’ the momenta of an interaction as follows:

pa → εpa. (53)

Where we then take ε → 0 to suppress the chosen leg’s momentum and thus make it
’soft’.

The Soft Limit is an interesting extreme to take in a kinematic process due to the fact
that a particle is taken to contribute (almost) no momentum to the interaction. A way
of envisioning this is of course to consider a stationary target being hit by an accelerator
beam, as practical experiments have done to probe the nature of particles and fields may
times before. In this case however we are using a scalar field with no mass. This last
aspect leads to the particle we enact this soft limit on to to not only contribute no momen-
tum to the interaction, but to contribute (almost) no energy whatsoever, as it lacks even its
rest mass. One could then imagine a soft limit of this kind to be akin to forcing an n-point
interaction down to an (n-1)-point interaction. Given the nature of DBI’s exclusively even
interaction vertices this could make for some interesting considerations. It should thus
hopefully be clear that the soft limit is a powerful tool with which one can probe the prop-
erties of a theory, or even groups of them, as, once again, the triplet of EFTs we have been
hearing so much about share a bunch of properties in this regard.

The result of taking a soft limit depends of course on the nature of the theory. It has been
found in [5] that the resulting soft behaviour of scalar Effective Field Theories (EFTs)
like (Multi) DBI, NLSM, and SG depends on the ratio between the amount of fields
and the amount of derivatives present in the interaction terms. The three scalar theories
mentioned above behave in such a way under the soft limit that they form a special group
within the category of EFTs, denoted as ’exceptional theories’. This means that their
’soft degree’–the ratio with which their amplitudes go to zero in the soft limit [4, 5]–is
higher than one would naively expect from a look at the theory’s Lagrangian. The authors
conclude that these theories behave this way due to being the "natural EFT analogues of
gauge theory and gravity" because they are single-parameter theories "with interactions
strictly dictated by properties of the S-matrix." This same group of enhanced EFTs, and
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their symmetries, can even be derived by imposing soft behaviour on the S-matrix, where
the subset of exceptional EFTs is also already distinguishable. Clifford Cheung et al call
this the "Soft Bootstrap" [3, 4, 5, 9].

5.1 Adler’s Zero, Nambu-Goldstone Bosons, and Momentum Scaling
The amplitude after application of this soft limit will go to zero. This is a property found
by Stephen L. Adler [10] and holds in general for theories with at least one Nambu-
Goldstone boson (NGB) taken to its soft limit. This is a result of symmetry breaking
within the EFT [4]. When one takes a theory that abides by a simple shift symmetry like:

φ(x) → φ(x) + a (54)

and introduces a degenerate ground state to that system, one once again–like we men-
tioned when discussing DBI–will find a spontaneously broken symmetry. What happens
here is that the ground state has a continuous band of ground state "options" for the theory
to occupy, granting it the freedom to spontaneously "pick" one, breaking the symmetry.
The field degrees of freedom that arise from this process will have an accompanying
Noether current, as they must, which will depend on the shift symmetry shown above.
The scattering amplitude of a soft NGB found through this process is, in turn, closely
related to the matrix element of the corresponding Noether current, Jµ [4]. The result of
this is that the behaviour of an NGB in its soft limit is directly influenced by the internal
shift symmetry that causes it to be.

The simple shift symmetry above is also what causes the soft limit of the amplitude
of such a theory to behave as the Adler Zero [10, 4, 5] and if it is unaltered it will go to
zero in the soft limit like O(ε). There is, however, a caveat here, as theories can have a
different ’soft degrees’, a term we mentioned before. The soft degree of a theory is the
rate at which it goes to zero in the soft limit. This rate is defined by the power of ε with
which the soft amplitude scales: O(εσ). The soft degree of our simple shift theory is thus
σ = 1.

Different theories are often set apart by the exact scaling of this process, as it turns out
to be a characteristic quality of the soft limit application to specific fields. The main factor
that governs this behaviour is the amount of derivatives per field in the Lagrangian terms,
as alluded to above and explained in [5] and [9], as it is intricately tied to the internal
symmetries the theory respects.

5.2 Enhanced Soft Limits
We remember from the DBI chapter that its internal shift symmetry is given by equation
(11):

δDBIφ(x) = c+ bµ(xµ + φ∂µφ).

This is a bit of an expansion from our simple first order shift symmetry. An enhanced
form, if you will. We can recognise our simple shift symmetry in this, but also find two
more, more complex, terms. As such it will lead to a Noether current with a more defined
behaviour, granting us further information on the soft limit properties of the theory beyond
just the leading Adler Zero [4].

Something that sets DBI, and the other exceptional EFTs apart is the fact that their soft
limit scales on a higher order than one would ’naively’ expect from this ratio between
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their fields and derivatives. To be precise, when taking the soft limit of p1 → εp1 one
finds that instead of the expected σ = 1 soft degree implied by DBI’s derivative to field
ratio, we see the theory scale with O(ε2), thus having a soft degree σ = 2. This is only
possible because an internal cancellation takes place, cancellation of course alluding to
destructive interference between different contributions of the amplitude. This is exactly
why this has been dubbed an ’enhanced soft limit’ [4].

Not surprisingly, the fact that DBI has an enhanced soft limit is the result of its shift
symmetry being an enhanced form of the NGB-yielding-broken-shift-symmetry presented
above. Specifically for DBI, the bµxµ term in the symmetry is what adds the enhanced
degree. The field part of the symmetry is not of relevance here. In general it can even be
shown that the shift symmetry’s space-time degree is what defines the soft degree, thus
our symmetry reaching up to O(xn) causes the soft degree to reach the value of n + 1,
indeed granting DBI a soft degree of σ = 2.

The choice of the 6-point interaction and the alternate approach through the DC should
now of course be quite apparent. For any lower order interaction the only diagrams that
can be constructed for this theory are half-ladders for the DC, and contact diagrams for
Feynman. Snowflake and exchange diagrams only start appearing once we have 6 external
legs to work with. The soft limit becomes interesting due to the fact that both the contact
and exchange diagrams scale like O(ε) individually, but cancel out each other’s O(ε) con-
tributions when combined, leaving the full amplitude with a soft degree of σ = 2. This
behaviour is rather unique, and as such it draws our attention. We will be trying to find
out if this same behaviour is evident in the DC version to this amplitude, where one might
then expect the contributions of the snowflake diagrams and half-ladder diagrams to scale
like O(ε) individually as well, but to then cancel out and scale as O(ε2) when taken to-
gether, as the overall amplitude must behave in the same way found through Feynman of
course. Will the momentum scaling be manifest in the separate diagrams already, or will
these contributions share their Feynman counterparts’ soft limit interference behaviour?

6 Some Examples of Relevance

Before we continue on to the results we would like to present some examples of how
the theory presented above is relevant to modern physics. We hope doing so can add
some flavour to this work, and will show connections that theories like DBI and methods
like the Soft Limit have to the field at large. The examples listed here are by no means
exhaustive, and have been picked simply because they are interesting or noteworthy to us.

6.1 Weinberg’s Soft Theorems

A noteworthy example of the soft limit and its effect on an interaction can be seen in
Weinberg’s soft theorems. Stephen Weinberg found that, when taking an interaction of
any set of incoming particles, α, leading to any set of outgoing particles, β, and attaching
a very low-energy (soft) photon or graviton to any of the legs of said interaction, the
resulting amplitude will be highly constrained.

For both the photon and graviton the S-matrix element that would end up describing
the soft-infused interaction ends up being defined simply by the S-matrix element that
describes the initial, hard, interaction, multiplied simply by a single extra factor which is
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completely independent of the hard interaction. These factors were aptly named Wein-
berg’s Universal Soft Factors [11, 9]. Remarkably, these factors show that interactions in-
fused with soft photons and gravitons will show universal factorisation behaviour, where
the amplitudes behave according to a leading soft pole [11].

The addition of these soft particles also leads to infrared divergences, however one can
show that, when considering both virtual and real soft infusions in the interaction, these
divergences end up cancelling out. Another aspect resulting from Weinberg’s calculations
was the fact that neither the soft graviton nor soft photon would recognise spin of any of
the other particles, along with a bunch of other quantum numbers, even though both parti-
cles, without their soft behaviour, were initially set up to couple only to interactions with
zero total spin. The conclusion in the case of the soft graviton is that the coupling strength
of gravity is universal, recovering General Relativity’s famous equivalence principle quite
simply through a rather general soft limit example [9].

Similar behaviour was found to apply to soft gluons, and more recently there has been
much work done finding the subleading terms appearing in these soft theorems [12, 13].

6.2 The Classical Double Copy

The Double Copy itself was found as a connection between two specific theories, and
was then enthusiastically used as a shortcut to gravity amplitudes, but it should of course
already be very clear that this phenomenon is far more than a computational shortcut. The
web that the DC ties together is vast and ever-growing.

Along with connecting field theories together through their shared respect of Jacobi
relations it was recently found that the Double Copy is also capable of connecting them
together through their equations of motion. Classical solutions of general relativity and
YM were bound together through the "Kerr-Schild Double Copy" by finding a class of
gauge-theory solutions [14] that connects to gravity through the Double Copy while also
involving stationary Kerr-Schild metrics. The result was–among other things–the uncov-
ering of the Schwarzschild and Kerr black holes as special cases in the reconstruction.
Even further extensions of this approach can be found in [15], [16] and [17], and a short
overview is given in [7].

6.3 Pions as NGBs and NLSM

As we are presenting DBI to probe the Double Copy through its enhanced soft limit we
should also mention DBI’s big brother, the Non-Linear Sigma Model. This theory is very
relevant to NGBs and specifically their history, as it is intricately tied to Pions.

One of the first real-life NGBs relevant to field theory was the Pion. These quark-
anti-quark pair mesons were discovered in cosmic rays by C. Powell and G. Occhialini
in 1947 [18, 19] and have been the subject of many scattering experiments since, as their
exchange allows for nucleons to change type. Initially however, they were conjectured by
Hideki Yukawa, who proposed a new theory for strong and weak interactions in 1935 [20],
where pions would be the strong force carriers, arising from the spontaneous breaking of
the chiral symmetry that represents strong interactions. This theory did not account for
their quark-anti-quark structure of course, and would end up being replaced by Quantum
Chromodynamics later on, but it establishes the pion’s importance even in the earlier days
of field theory.
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Since Yukawa’s description our understanding of pions has developed further. We now
know that they are the NGBs that arise from the spontaneous breaking of the axial-vector
symmetries of the strong interaction Lagrangian [18], and they can be described using the
NLSM, although only in the low-energy limit, as the NLSM describes massless NGBs,
while pions have been found to be massive. This discrepancy is, however, not as much
of a deal-breaker as one would expect, as the mass of pions consisting out of up, down,
and strange quarks is sufficiently low to allow for NLSM to accurately describe their be-
haviour. This massive aspect is also why we have given pions the title of ’pseudo-NGBs’.
It was Yoichiro Nambu who had the insight to make this connection, and who showed that
pions are indeed exactly NGBs when we approximate the lightest quark masses to zero.

NLSM is part of the trio of enhanced EFTs, together with DBI and SG. This means that
NLSM will exhibit an enhanced soft limit as well. NLSM’s Lagrangian can be given by
[7]:

LNLSM = −1

2
∂µφa∂

µφa +
λ2

6
fabef

cdeφa∂µφ
bφc∂

µφd + ... (55)

We can see here that the fields, on average, have less than one derivative each, which
means that the naive interpretation of the expected soft limit here [4] would be σ = 0.
When we look at the internal shift symmetry of NLSM,

δφ = c+O(φ2), (56)

which has no dependence on x but does contain a simple scalar shift symmetry–like the
one we presented when discussing soft limits–we find this theory to have a soft degree of
σ = 1, which is indeed one step higher than our naive expectation.

This (enhanced) soft behaviour will of course carry over to the lightest pions, as NLSM
is still an excellent theory to describe these. As such there is indeed a soft pion theo-
rem, similar to the Soft Weinberg theorems shown above, which dictates that the matrix
element of an interaction that is infused with a soft pion can be found by taking the ma-
trix element of the original interaction and multiplying it with a relatively simple factor
[21]. In contrast to soft photon and gravitons however [11], the soft pion theorem does
not exhibit an infrared divergence [21]. Surprisingly even, cosmological analogues of the
soft pion theorem have been constructed, where the pion’s nonlinear and shift symmetric
properties were tied to curvature perturbations and velocities, which also shift in a similar
manner [22, 23].

In the shadow of NLSM’s pionic prestige DBI does not seem to have such a direct
real-world comparison, but that shouldn’t stop us from trying to use it in this research, as,
along with NLSM and SG, it is an excellent theory with many interesting qualities.
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Part II: Results and Discussion

7 Computational Methodology

Going from the theory presented above to calculated amplitudes is no small feat. The
calculations needed for something as complex as Multi-DBI’s 6-point interaction demand
computational power far greater than is possible by hand and with limited time. For this
exact reason the results presented in this section have been found through the use of Math-
ematica, with various packages used to make computation easier and more manageable.
We will present a short overview of the work-flow of the programs used before then pre-
senting the results found. Programs used will be provided alongside this document as
attachments.

7.1 Feynman

The Feynman computation program we wrote depends on two main functions, namely,
one for the contact and one for the exchange contribution. Both of these use xAct [24]
to create full terms for each relevant diagram and their permutations, working with mo-
mentum 4-vectors. These contributions are then exchanged for Mandelstam variables to
make handling the Soft Limit of the amplitude a lot easier to oversee. The ’backend’
still using momentum variables was a choice made due to ease of parsing and exchanging
exchange momenta labels for their constituent sum-of-external-legs equivalent. This last
point was of course not needed for the contact diagram, but the similar architecture could
be re-purposed for this diagram’s permutations without much complications.

7.2 Double Copy

The Double Copy approach does not use momentum variables at all as the method works
with Mandelstam variables directly. As such the xAct package was not needed for this
computation. A challenge for this calculation is however that the rather large numerator
terms make the computation of the Double Copy amplitude quite heavy. This led to un-
solved problems attempting to remove terms that factorise incorrectly, as we will present
in the coming chapters.

8 Soft Limit of the 6-point Feynman Amplitude

In this section we will present the calculated Feynman amplitude and its behaviour under
the Soft Limit.

8.1 The 6-point Feynman Amplitude

The full Feynman amplitude of Multi-DBI was computed through Mathematica as ex-
plained above. As it is quite the gargantuan result we will focus on a single ’flavour chan-
nel.’ That is to say, rather than presenting the complete amplitude we will only present
the part of it that has flavour terms t1,2t3,4t5,6. As all the flavour channels are identical to
each other given permutations of indices this is of course just fine to do. Behaviour found
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for this channel will thus be the same for all other channels. As such we present to you
the full amplitude of this colour channel:

AFull
12,34,56 = −2 (s1,4s2,6s3,5 − s1,2s4,6s3,5 + s1,4s2,5s3,6 + s1,3s2,6s4,5 − s1,2s3,6s4,5

+ s1,6 (−s2,5s3,4 + s2,4s3,5 + s2,3s4,5) + s1,3s2,5s4,6
+ s1,5 (−s2,6s3,4+ s2,4s3,6+ s2,3s4,6)− s1,4s2,3s5,6− s1,3s2,4s5,6+ s1,2s3,4s5,6)

+
1

s1,5,6
(s1,4s1,5s1,6s2,3 + s1,5s1,6s4,5s2,3 + s1,5s1,6s4,6s2,3 + s1,3s1,5s1,6s2,4

− s1,2s1,5s1,6s3,4 − s1,5s1,6s2,5s3,4 − s1,5s1,6s2,6s3,4 + s1,5s1,6s2,4s3,5

+ s1,5s1,6s2,4s3,6) +
1

s1,2,3
(s1,3s2,3 (s1,6s4,5 + s2,6s4,5 + s3,6s4,5 + s1,5s4,6

+ s2,5s4,6 + s3,5s4,6 − s1,4s5,6 − s2,4s5,6 − s3,4s5,6))

+
1

s1,2,4
(s1,4s2,4 (s1,6s3,5 + s2,6s3,5 + s4,6s3,5 + s1,5s3,6 + s2,5s3,6 + s3,6s4,5

− s1,3s5,6 − s2,3s5,6 − s3,4s5,6)) +
1

s1,2,5
(s1,5s2,5 (−s1,6s3,4 − s2,6s3,4

− s5,6s3,4 + s1,4s3,6 + s2,4s3,6 + s3,6s4,5 + s1,3s4,6 + s2,3s4,6 + s3,5s4,6))

+
1

s1,2,6
(s1,6s2,6 (−s1,5s3,4 − s2,5s3,4 − s5,6s3,4 + s1,4s3,5 + s2,4s3,5 + s1,3s4,5

+ s2,3s4,5 + s3,6s4,5 + s3,5s4,6)) +
1

s1,3,4
(s1,3s1,4 (s1,6s2,5 + s3,6s2,5 + s4,6s2,5

+ s1,5s2,6 + s2,6s3,5 + s2,6s4,5 − s1,2s5,6 − s2,3s5,6 − s2,4s5,6))

+
1

s2,3,4
(s1,6s2,3s2,4 (s2,5 + s3,5 + s4,5) + s1,5s2,3s2,4 (s2,6 + s3,6 + s4,6)

− (s1,2 + s1,3 + s1,4) s2,3s2,4s5,6) +
1

s2,5,6
(− ((s1,2 + s1,5 + s1,6) s2,5s2,6s3,4)

+ s1,4s2,5s2,6 (s2,3 + s3,5 + s3,6) + s1,3s2,5s2,6 (s2,4 + s4,5 + s4,6))

+
1

s3,4,5
(s1,6 (s2,3 + s2,4 + s2,5) s3,5s4,5 + s1,3s2,6s3,5s4,5 + s1,4s2,6s3,5s4,5

+ s1,5s2,6s3,5s4,5 − s1,2s3,5s3,6s4,5 − s1,2s3,5s4,6s4,5 − s1,2s3,5s5,6s4,5)

+
1

s3,4,6
(s1,3s2,5s3,6s4,6 + s1,4s2,5s3,6s4,6 + s1,6s2,5s3,6s4,6

+ s1,5 (s2,3 + s2,4 + s2,6) s3,6s4,6 − s1,2s3,5s3,6s4,6 − s1,2s3,6s4,5s4,6

− s1,2s3,6s5,6s4,6) +
1

s3,5,6
(s1,3s2,4s3,5s3,6 + s1,5s2,4s3,5s3,6 + s1,6s2,4s3,5s3,6

+ s1,4 (s2,3 + s2,5 + s2,6) s3,5s3,6 − s1,2s3,4s3,5s3,6 − s1,2s3,5s4,5s3,6

− s1,2s3,5s4,6s3,6) +
1

s4,5,6
(s1,4s2,3s4,5s4,6 + s1,5s2,3s4,5s4,6 + s1,6s2,3s4,5s4,6

+ s1,3s2,4s4,5s4,6 + s1,3s2,5s4,5s4,6 + s1,3s2,6s4,5s4,6 − s1,2s3,4s4,5s4,6
− s1,2s3,5s4,5s4,6 − s1,2s3,6s4,5s4,6)

(57)

This is, quite frankly, a horrible mess to work with, and also lacks one very integral step: it
still expressed all 15 possible Mandelstam variables relevant to a 6-point interaction. Now,
rather than working directly with this, we will split the amplitude up into its constituent
parts, namely the Contact and Exchange contributions, simplify those while expressing
them in only 9 independent Mandelstam variables, and discuss only the parts of them that
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will scale with O(ε) once the soft limit is applied, as those are the terms relevant to the
Soft Limit’s cancellation.

8.2 Soft Limit of the 6-point Feynman Amplitude
Thus, we present the contribution of the contact amplitude that scales with O(ε) after
expressing it in Mandelstam variables s1,2, s1,3, s1,4, s1,5, s2,3, s2,4, s3,4, s3,5, s4,5:

AContact
12,34,56 ∼ −2s1,5s

2
3,4 − 2s1,5s2,3s3,4 − 2s1,5s2,4s3,4 + 2s1,2s3,5s4,5

− 2s1,5s3,5s3,4 − 2s1,5s4,5s3,4 + 2s1,3s3,5s4,5 + 2s1,4s3,5s4,5

− 2s1,5s2,3s2,4 − 2s1,5s2,4s3,5 − 2s1,5s2,3s4,5

+ 2s1,4s3,5s3,4 + 2s1,3s4,5s3,4 + 2s1,3s2,4s4,5 + 2s1,4s
2
3,5 − 4s1,4s2,3s3,5 + 2s1,3s

2
4,5. (58)

Logically, no factorisation is found here.
The O(ε) contribution to this interaction provided by the exchange diagrams is as fol-

lows:

AExchange
12,34,56 ∼ −2s1,5s

2
3,4 − 2s1,5s2,3s3,4 − 2s1,5s2,4s3,4 + 2s1,2s3,5s4,5

− 2s1,5s3,5s3,4 − 2s1,5s4,5s3,4 + 2s1,3s3,5s4,5 + 2s1,4s3,5s4,5

− 2s1,5s2,3s2,4 − 2s1,5s2,4s3,5 − 2s1,5s2,3s4,5

+
2s1,4s2,4s3,5s3,4

s1,2,4
+

2s1,3s2,3s4,5s3,4
s1,2,3

+
2s1,3s2,3s2,4s4,5

s1,2,3

+
2s1,4s2,4s

2
3,5

s1,2,4
+

2s1,4s2,3s2,4s3,5
s1,2,4

+
2s1,3s2,3s

2
4,5

s1,2,3
, (59)

expressed in the same variables. Here of course we do see propagators pop up, as they
are provided by the exchanged virtual particle. Terms that have no propagator here will
have had them already divided out through application of momentum conservation rules
and grouping numerators together to cancel out denominators. We would like to point out
the fact that the propagator terms that have been divided out are specifically the ones that
don’t contain p1.

Now as we add the two together we find a lot of terms will cancel out naturally, as the
terms of the exchange contribution that lost their propagators are the exact opposite of
terms in the contact’s O(ε) contribution. The first 11 terms of both contributions shown
above cancel out, which leaves us with the following:

AFull
12,34,56O(ε) ∼ −2s1,3s

2
4,5 − 2s1,3s2,4s4,5 − 2s1,3s3,4s4,5

− 2s1,4s
2
3,5 − 2s1,4s2,3s3,5 − 2s1,4s3,4s3,5

+
2s1,3s2,3s

2
4,5

s1,2,3
+

2s1,3s2,3s2,4s4,5
s1,2,3

+
2s1,3s2,3s3,4s4,5

s1,2,3

+
2s1,4s2,4s

2
3,5

s1,2,4
+

2s1,4s2,3s2,4s3,5
s1,2,4

+
2s1,4s2,4s3,4s3,5

s1,2,4
. (60)

One can quickly see that taking the p1 → εp1 soft limit here will suppress all the s1,i terms
in the propagators compared to the ones not containing p1, as the 3-variable propagators
have the form:

1

sa,b,c
=

1

sa,b + sa,c + sb,c
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Which for a = 1 in our soft limit gives us reduced forms of these propagators:

1

s1,b,c
=

1

s1,b + s1,c + sb,c
∼ 1

sb,c
.

This leaves us only with propagators of 1
s2,3

, 1
s2,4

, and 1
s3,4

, which then neatly cancel
with equivalent terms above. After the soft limit gets rid of the remaining propagators in
this order we can see that the terms from the contact and exchange contributions cancel
out rather nicely.

ASL
12,34,56[O(p1)] ∼

− 2s1,3s
2
4,5 + 2s1,3s

2
4,5

− 2s1,3s2,4s4,5 + 2s1,3s2,4s4,5

− 2s1,3s3,4s4,5 + 2s1,3s3,4s4,5

− 2s1,4s
2
3,5 + 2s1,4s

2
3,5

− 2s1,4s2,3s3,5 + 2s1,4s2,3s3,5

− 2s1,4s3,4s3,5 + 2s1,4s3,4s3,5

= 0 (61)

Thus it can be seen that all the O(ε) contributions to this amplitude vanish in the Soft
Limit, leaving it to make its way to 0 along the square power of varepsilon, rather than
the single one. This result is not shocking, as it was already known to be a defining feature
of the theory, yet it might serve to illuminate the possibilities of the Double Copy con-
tributions doing the same. The contributions cancel out mathematically due to the ’soft
propagators’ being able to align the O(ε) terms of both contributions to this amplitude,
dividing out an extraneous Mandelstam variable.

It is worth a moment of consideration to note that the factorisation channels have most
certainly not all disappeared. Rather, they seem to be ordered such that any channels
that aren’t reduced by the soft limit and don’t divide out naturally, will only contribute to
higher order ε scaling. We find that remaining propagators not containing p1, like 1

s3,4,5

will be part of terms that scale only with ε2 or higher.
The amplitude’s factorisation terms sort themselves out nicely in groups of numerators

which scale with ε2 or above already, the factorisation of which is not an issue either way;
and all the factorisation terms that do scale with ε, which will have a denominator that
reduces to a single Mandelstam variable in the soft limit, allowing the term to lose its
factorisation and interact with terms from the contact amplitude. The full ε amplitude of
this channel is given in the 9 independent Mandelstam variables in the appendix for those
curious enough to see for themselves.

9 Discussing the DC Amplitude
It is at this point that we must sadly present an amplitude that does not comply with
what we expect the DBI amplitude to look like. The amplitude that was found through
the double copy shows a large amount of 3-point factorisation, which is not allowed in
DBI. This factorisation is expected to cancel out, like they did quite straight-forwardly in
the 4-point case. Many attempts were made to simplify the result found, but none were
successful, as incorrectly factorising terms remained.
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9.1 Overall Amplitude
There were two options to find the amplitude, one through the full kinematic numerator,
and the other through the compacted version presented in [2], both mentioned in the
Double Copy chapter. The compacted amplitude was, logically, not as large as the full
one, and lacked a second set of gauge variables that made the whole thing a lot more
simple to work with. Sadly however, it does not seem to factorise the right way. This
may be an error on our part in computation, or could be an error in notation in the cited
source, but after countless tries to simplify the overall amplitude, and selecting specific
points in momentum space to test the overall factorisation, we found 3-point vertices still
accounted for.

Testing factorisation through selecting specific points in momentum space was done by
replacing all-but-one of the 9 independent Mandelstam variables with a prime number–so
as to avoid unwanted issues in the propagators–and picking any specific gauge at random.
When multiplying the result by the specific Mandelstam variable that was kept unspecified
and sending its value to 0 the result will be 0 if the amplitude does not contain factorisation
channels of this variable. One can repeat this process for all Mandelstam variables. This
worked because of the significant simplifications enacted on the amplitude, as it would
not work on its full form. We found the results of these samples to turn up with nonzero
values, thus we must conclude the factorisation did not work out.

Using the full kinematic numerator, including the extra set of gauge variables, leaves us
with a sum of over 30 million terms. This can of course be simplified by grouping gauge
variables together with sets of Mandelstam and flavour terms, and analysing the amplitude
will of course only require a single flavour channel. Even with these simplifications this
amplitude still remains sufficiently large that it is very hard to handle. It still reaches
well beyond 8 million terms in this form. A wonderful upside of this ample amplitude,
however, is that it does in fact factorise correctly when testing the factorisation in specific
points in momentum space.

9.2 Factorisation
The overall factorisation of the compacted amplitude did not work out, and as such it is not
an amplitude we can consider for this research. The full numerator factors, however, do
make for an amplitude that factorises correctly, and thus may indeed be able to represent
the same answer we found through Feynman. An interesting feat here is the difference
between the way the contact and exchange diagrams behave in Feynman formalism, and
the way the half-ladder and snowflake diagrams behave in the Double Copy. These lat-
ter two diagram types do not factorise the right way independently. This means that the
incorrectly factorising terms arising from these diagrams only disappear by way of can-
celling each other out. Moreover, when picking specific points in momentum space for
our Mandelstam variables while keeping the contributions of both diagram types separate
we find that that the resulting contributions containing invalid factorisation are exactly the
opposite of one another, and will thus indeed cancel each other out exactly.

The fact that the full amplitude was found to factorise correctly when picking specific
points in momentum space is good news, however it does not mean we managed to align
this amplitude with the Feynman result, as the amplitude we were working with was,
as mentioned, far too large to properly handle (by us, anyways). As such, when the
Mandelstam variables were left as variables we were not able to simplify the amplitude,
or even get rid of all the incorrectly factorising terms. We suspect that a lot of processing
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power and time will be needed to properly manipulate this amplitude to untangle all of
the terms in the exact way that manages to cancel out all of the unwanted factorisation.

Even a single flavour channel of the amplitude will contain many terms of the form:

−
5x6z6s

6
4,5

42s3,4 (s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5) (s1,3 + s1,4 + s1,5 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5)
. (62)

Here we have an s6[2] divided by 3 propagator terms. One simple Mandelstam variable,
one 4-point factorisation term: s3,4,5, and a more complicated factorisation term, that,
upon reversing the momentum conservation rules we applied, can be shown to represent
s2,6. A contribution like this could, when accompanied by a complementary set of similar
contributions that multiply with s54,5 and together form the sum

x6z6 (s1,3 + s1,4 + s1,5 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5) s
5
4,5, (63)

or
x6z6 (s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5) s

5
4,5, (64)

cancel out either of these summed propagator terms. The former being the case would
get rid of one of the unwanted factorisation terms, but would still leave us with s3,4, while
the latter being cancelled out would not necessarily help us in getting rid of the invalid
factorisation directly, but might allow this term, which–by nature of containing a 4-point
factorisation denominator–originates from a half-ladder diagram, to cancel out against a
term hailing from a snowflake diagram.

Since we know that the amplitude does factorise correctly in specific points in momen-
tum space we must conclude that it is indeed capable of simplifying into a correct form of
the DBI amplitude. The mechanisms of this process, as presented above, are cancellation
within the term itself, by way of seeing unwanted propagator terms divide out, and can-
cellation between the different types of diagrams. We will present the forms that terms in
this amplitude can take below:

s3[2] ∼ sa,bsc,dse,f (65)

s4[2]
s[3]

∼
sa,bs

3
c,d

sc,d,e
(66)

s4[2]
s[2]

∼
s4a,b
sa,c

(67)

s5[2]
s2[2]

∼
sa,csa,es

2
b,dsc,e

sa,bsc,d
(68)

s5[2]
s[2]s[3]

∼
s5d,e

sc,d,esb,f
(69)

s5[2]
s[3]s[4]

=
s5[2]

s[2]s[3]
(70)

s6[2]
s[2]s[3]s[4]

=
s6[2]

s[2]s[3]s[2]
(71)

Where we have picked terms from the amplitude at random simply to illustrate their form.
s[n] gives amount of combined momenta in the Mandelstam variable. s[2] and s[4] terms
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are effectively the same due to momentum conservation laws, but depending on which
basis one picks to represent the amplitude one or the other will emerge. For instance s2,5
can be written out as the negative sum of all the other independent Mandelstam variables
through the on-shell p26 constraint, as we have discussed above. The terms we do not mind
seeing in this amplitude are of course the quartic propagators: s[3], but those are far from
the only denominators we find in this amplitude. All terms above will be accompanied
by two gauge variables, zi and xj , coming from the kinematic and flavour numerators
respectively. These have been left out for simplicity.

9.3 Gauge Dependence

Upon further inspection we managed to find that the overall amplitude can be, when once
again severely reduced, written out as a sum of Mandelstam term products multiplied by a
sum of kinematic gauge variables, and then multiplied by a set of flavour gauge variables.
This shows us that the full amplitude is indeed gauge invariant, as it o course should be.
We also found that the independent diagram types, however, do not combine into such a
tidy result, even upon simplification, and are therefore not gauge invariant by themselves.
This may fit the nature of individual diagrams though, as these do not have to be gauge-
invariant, since they are not observable by themselves. Only the overall amplitude is
observable.

9.4 Reconciling the Double Copy and Feynman Approach

We have found that the Double Copy amplitude will indeed factorise correctly upon can-
cellation from both different types of diagrams. Before we can completely reconcile both
of these amplitudes, however, we must still select a gauge for the DC amplitude. Our
Feynman method does not result in an amplitude that has any gauge-dependence, so nei-
ther should this one. Selecting a gauge, or finding a range of gauges that give us the same
answer, like picking z3,2 = z3,1 and z1,2 = 1/(3z3,1) for the 4-point DC, amounts to con-
straining the kinematic and flavour numerators, as that is where these terms come from.
This grants us some potential insight into the nature and application of the DC itself, as
it indicates that the numerator terms can, and have to, be constrained further than just the
Jacobi identities and correct factorisation demand.

To illustrate this we will draw attention to the fact that the DC diagrams contain two
different sectors of contributions each, one that factorises "correctly" and fits the DBI
amplitude, and another thatdoesn’t factorise correctly, but vanishes. We will call these,
respectively, the Singular, and Regular parts. The contents of the individual diagrams are
heavily dependent on the choice of gauge, and it is possible that, when constrained in the
right way, one might be able to recover only the Singular contributions directly.

Another feature that factors in to this is the fact that the factorisation of both approaches
has facets of facsimile. The Feynman diagram types have contributions that contain either
a 4-point propagator, or no propagators at all, contributed by, respectively, the exchange
and contact diagram. In the DC case the amplitude we end up with will have to be the
same as the Feynman case. Under the assumption that it is there will once again need to be
4-point factorising terms and terms without factorisation. Due to the way the diagrams are
set up in the DC we can see that only the half-ladder diagrams are capable of contributing
a 4-point factorisation denominator. The snowflake diagrams, on the other hand, will,
once their factorisation is "resolved" contribute only terms without factorisation. There
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seems to be a potential comparison one can draw between the types of diagrams. The
question then becomes where the terms that disappear in the soft limit originate.

9.5 Soft Limit of the Double Copy
Looking back at equations 58, 59, and 60 we can see the terms that are relevant to the
soft limit cancellation of the O(ε) part of the 6-point DBI amplitude. These contributions
are not dependent on the Feynman method, as the DC and Feynman method (and any
other we might be able to think of) will have to agree on the result of the amplitude. The
amplitude is method independent after all. This means that, before we start applying the
soft limit, we need to recover these exact same terms from our DC amplitude.

As discussed shortly above the relevant terms for the soft limit cancellation are those
found in quation 58 and 59, shown here again for convenience:

AContact
12,34,56 ∼ −2s1,5s

2
3,4 − 2s1,5s2,3s3,4 − 2s1,5s2,4s3,4 + 2s1,2s3,5s4,5

− 2s1,5s3,5s3,4 − 2s1,5s4,5s3,4 + 2s1,3s3,5s4,5 + 2s1,4s3,5s4,5

− 2s1,5s2,3s2,4 − 2s1,5s2,4s3,5 − 2s1,5s2,3s4,5

+ 2s1,4s3,5s3,4 + 2s1,3s4,5s3,4 + 2s1,3s2,4s4,5 + 2s1,4s
2
3,5 − 4s1,4s2,3s3,5 + 2s1,3s

2
4,5 (72)

AExchange
12,34,56 ∼ −2s1,5s

2
3,4 − 2s1,5s2,3s3,4 − 2s1,5s2,4s3,4 + 2s1,2s3,5s4,5

− 2s1,5s3,5s3,4 − 2s1,5s4,5s3,4 + 2s1,3s3,5s4,5 + 2s1,4s3,5s4,5

− 2s1,5s2,3s2,4 − 2s1,5s2,4s3,5 − 2s1,5s2,3s4,5

+
2s1,4s2,4s3,5s3,4

s1,2,4
+

2s1,3s2,3s4,5s3,4
s1,2,3

+
2s1,3s2,3s2,4s4,5

s1,2,3

+
2s1,4s2,4s

2
3,5

s1,2,4
+

2s1,4s2,3s2,4s3,5
s1,2,4

+
2s1,3s2,3s

2
4,5

s1,2,3
(73)

We know for a fact that the latter set of terms at one point all factorised with some Man-
delstam variable s[3], although, rather conveniently, those parts that do not contain the
soft momentum can already be divided out. Originally thus, all these terms contained
some 4-point factorisation, and as such it is likely that they have analogous terms in the
half-ladder contribution of the DC amplitude, since its propagator structure is defined by
equation 48:

1

sa,bsa,b,cse,f
. (74)

The former set of terms (72) will of course not have factorisation, and will, in the case
of the Feynman amplitude, have not had any to begin with. We do not know if this is the
case for the DC amplitude since there are a few possibilities here.

The first option we can consider is that these terms will all have analogous terms com-
ing from the DC’s snowflake diagrams, as these diagrams have a propagator structure of
(49):

1

sa,bsc,dse,f
, (75)

Which will have to be divided out for the terms to be valid in the amplitude. This is rather
straight-forward and supports some conjecture we will expand upon further down.
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The other option is that these terms will instead be contributed by the half-ladders after
a lot of cancellation of factorisation has happened. Even though we do not know exactly
what is going on here, we deem the thought that both sides of this cancellation originate
from the half-ladder diagrams somewhat unlikely. One would think that the permutative
structure of the numerators and all the inequivalent contributions in the diagrams would
prevent equivalent terms from popping up in such a fashion, although there is room for
different s[2] propagators dividing out to form the denominator-less half of this sum. We
can only speculate on the nature of these contributions for now.

There is also a possibility that coincides with the last option presented, which is that the
snowflake diagram contributes only factors that serve to cancel out the incorrect factori-
sation of the half-ladder diagrams, and is then wholly exhausted after doing so. We deem
this particularly unlikely, as we were already able to findsome terms originating from
snowflake diagrams whose factorisation divided out wholly. If this were the case though
the snowflake diagrams’ contribution would be simply that of providing counterterms for
the half-ladder diagrams. We restate that we do not consider this a probable option, but it
must be stated as a possibility nevertheless.

Something we do know is that the amplitude does in fact contain terms that, initially,
scale like O(ε) when the soft limit is applied. This is simply a consequence of the am-
plitude itself having to be recovered before applying the Soft Limit. When working out
the math these terms will, of course, cancel out, but the manner in which they do is still
uncertain, and reflects the ways in which the amplitude’s terms are built up through the
DC. The options would thus either be that we find the same pattern of inter-diagrammatic
soft cancellation, or the diagrams already exhibit a manifest σ = 2 degree.

If there is no cancellation between diagrams, then the snowflake diagrams scale like
O(ε2) manifestly without much work needed to be done, but the half-ladder diagrams will
then need the σ = 1 terms to be cancelled out by their own/each other’s contributions.
They will then exhibit a σ = 2 soft degree manifestly, but only after some mathematical
shenanigans. The second option might also contain the possibility that the snowflakes
only provide counterterms.

φa φd

φb φc

pa qab qd

pb pc

(a) 4-point Half-ladder

φa

φb

φc

φd

pa

pb
pc

pd

(b) 4-point Contact

Figure 10: 4-point Half-ladder and Exchange

9.6 Potential Further Constraints and Links to Feynman
The Double Copy amplitude, as we have presented it, saw far more terms internally gen-
erated than are needed for the amplitude to be valid. We found that these excess (and
invalid) terms cancel out between diagrams, and have found this phenomenon to be po-
tential cause for some interesting speculation.
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φa φf

φb φc φd φe

pa qab qabc qabcd pf

pb pc pd pe

Figure 11: 6-point Half-ladder

In the event that the snowflake diagrams do indeed contribute a share that doesn’t end
up being spent entirely as counterterms we might conjecture that there is a potential over-
lap between the exchange and half-ladder diagrams, and then potentially even between
the contact and snowflakes. The initial thought behind this is of course the fact that all the
terms that (without simplifying the amplitude by dividing them out) factorise with quartic
propagators must originate from the exchange and the half-ladder contributions respec-
tively. We consider though, that there might be some topological connections between
these two types of diagrams in particular as well.

We used the 4-point example of DBI to show the workings of both the Feynman method
and the Double Copy, and in doing so showed that the contribution from the 4-point half-
ladder is exactly identical to that of the 4-point contact diagram. This makes sense as there
are no other diagrams to be composed for this interaction. This equivalence might then,
however, be extended into the 6-point’s half-ladder and exchange diagrams. The exchange
diagram is composed of two 4-point contact diagrams connected by a propagator, while
one can divide up the 6-point half-ladder into two 4-point half-ladder diagrams connected
by a propagator all the same, as is shown in Figures 10, 11, and 12.
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(a) 6-point Half-ladder reshape
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φb
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φd

φe
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(b) 6-point Exchange reshape

Figure 12: Reshaped diagrams

A caveat we are compelled to add here is of course the fact that the DC diagram con-
tributions are not gauge independent, so this phenomenon would only be possible for a
specific gauge choice. Regardless of this though, one might ask the question: Are the
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snowflake diagrams exactly equivalent to the contact diagram in their contributions? If
the half-ladder and exchange diagrams are, and the regular part with invalid factorisation
is no longer obstructing us through having picked a gauge that only causes the numera-
tors to generate singular terms, then all that is left to contribute to the amplitude is the
contact diagram’s share. In the same topological reasoning as for the exchange and half-
ladder diagram, the snowflakes do show all legs connecting (in this case through internal
propagators) to a central vertex. This would thus lead us to present the possibility that
these diagrams are indeed simply restructured forms of one another, mappings from one
method to the other. This hypothesis, if true, has certain implications about the numera-
tors, since we could now potentially reconstruct the 6-point half-ladder diagram from two
4-point half-ladders, giving us a potential new constraint on the 6-point numerator factors,
or moreso a new way to construct them. We must stress, however, that there is no proof
for this, and as such we are merely speculating about the possibilities.

We remember from the Double Copy 6-point half-ladder amplitude that:

Ahalf-ladder =

diagrams∑ Na,b,c,d,e,fFa,b,c,d,e,f

sa,bsa,b,cse,f
(76)

Which we might possibly choose to rewrite, like such:

Asingular
half-ladder =

diagrams∑ Na,b,c,qFa,b,c,q

sa,b

1

sa,b,c

Nq,d,e,fFq,d,e,f

se,f
. (77)

Where we simply take the left and right half-ladder diagrams separately and connect them
through the propagator that carries the momentum from one ’vertex’ to the other.

This, in turn, would then lead us to suspect that the individual 6-point kinematic and
flavour numerators can be constructed from compounded 4-point numerator terms:

Na,b,c,d,e,f = Na,b,c,qNq,d,e,f (78)

Fa,b,c,d,e,f = Fa,b,c,qFq,d,e,f , (79)

which might be of aid in constructing the fitting forms of the 6-point flavour numerator,
and could simplify higher point Double Copy calculations. It might also come with the
benefit of being able to find the amplitude without having to account for a large amount
of terms with invalid factorisation, as numerators constructed in this way will not cause
regular parts to appear in the first place.

Checking the numerators through this method should not be particularly hard, but upon
a limited amount of testing this hypothesis we weren’t able to find conclusive results, and
as our time is finite we will pat ourselves on the back for trying and leave the rest up to
someone else.

When applying the DC to higher point amplitudes and comparing the results to the lower
point analogues it would seem strange that such a vast array of, for all intents and pur-
poses, ’useless terms’ shows up. It might thus be possible to construct this amplitude
in such a way that they only generate viable terms, namely, those with correct factorisa-
tion. The connection one could make between the two 4-point half-ladders and the single
6-point half-ladder could potentially support this notion.

A point against the idea that the numerators can be simplified, however, is the fact
that the regular parts that do indeed show up don’t actually cause any trouble–or at least,
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we suspect that they shouldn’t from the few momentum space samples we took. The
amplitude as-is is perfectly valid, and will likely even be usable after some (read: a lot of)
computational massaging. There is no need to simplify the numerators further, as there is
no issue with the result per-se. It just becomes a rather messy affair at this height of the
interaction, and one would hope that there is some way to simplify the process a bit.
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Part III: Conclusion and Acknowledgements

10 Conclusion

We have discussed amplitude construction through both traditional Feynman methods,
using Feynman diagrams and rules, and the new, not fully understood, Double Copy,
which has been found to tie a growing web of theories together through a somewhat ’ad-
hoc’ method of constructing amplitudes of one theory through another, or just through an
ansatze entirely. In order to probe the Double Copy we set out to calculate DBI amplitudes
through both it and traditional Feynman methods, in order to then apply a single-leg soft
limit to their interactions to attempt to recover the soft limit cancellation that takes place
between the different types of Feynman diagrams used to construct this amplitude. 4
and 6-point DBI amplitudes were constructed and compared yet sadly the 6-point DC
amplitude was not found in a usable form due to incomplete factorisation elimination.
The 6-point Feynman amplitude was properly constructed however, and the soft limit was
applied to find the exact set of terms that remain at O(ε) when the exchange and contact
diagrams are considered separately but cancel out when the contributions of the different
types of diagrams are collected in the full amplitude.

The Double Copy amplitude that was found was tested and confirmed to factorise cor-
rectly when taking a specific sample of momentum-space coordinates, but the amplitude
at large was too hefty to properly reduce to the result found through Feynman method-
ology. The conclusion was made that the amplitude, as it does factorise correctly, will
be capable of reducing to the right form but was caught in mathematical tangles beyond
the processing power and methods available to us. A noteworthy property of the dif-
ferent kinds of BCJ diagrams was found, as incorrectly factorising terms appear in both
types of diagrams yet the specific momentum space samples showed that their unwanted
factorising contributions cancelled out each other exactly.

Even though the results were not refined to the proper form, and as such weren’t exactly
usable in a general sense, certain projections could be made towards the soft limit applied
to the Double Copy. Applying a soft limit is necessarily done after finding the amplitude
contributions, and as such one can, to some extent, draw links between the soft limit
applied to the Feynman amplitude and that of applying it to the Double Copy amplitude.
Assuming that the only difference between the ’tangled’ Double Copy amplitude and the
neatly factorising Feynman amplitude is a mathematical process of reducing and fitting
factorisation terms together, applying the soft limit to one will of course do the same as
applying it to the other.

The important query our research did not manage to answer was which terms hail
from which diagrams in the Double Copy. The main goal of this research was to see
if the soft limit of this theory constructed in the Double Copy would contain the same
soft behaviour found through the Feynman method, where both types of diagrams have
a lower soft degree than the overall amplitude but cancel out when added together. The
options were discussed: On the one hand one might find that the diagrams do contain
σ = 1 scaling independently and cancel out. This would, among other things, imply a
similarity between the diagram types from the different approaches, and could be quite an
interesting result for the Double Copy as a theory. On the other hand one could find the
diagrams scale manifestly with σ = 2 already and as such no cancellation between the
types is needed. This would, however, mean that the half-ladder diagrams cancel out their
own σ = 1 contribution, as there are terms in the (hard) Lagrangian that scale with σ = 1,
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as we found through Feynman. These terms would then all have to originate from the half-
ladder diagrams, as the snowflakes are not capable of exhibiting quartic propagator terms.
In this case there is still manifest σ = 2 scaling in both diagrams, but only due to internal
cancellation of the half-ladder diagrams. The latter option led us to present an unlikely
but curious idea that the snowflake diagrams might serve purely as counterterms to get
rid of the unwanted factorisation contributions, implying that the half-ladder diagrams
provide all of the terms we find in the Feynman amplitude. Another interpretation of the
second option is of course that the snowflake only contributes σ ≥ 2 terms to the (soft)
amplitude. More research is needed into these options, likely with more computing power
or done by someone with more experience with Mathematica’s properties.

As a polar opposite to this last piece of conjecture a potential similarity was proposed
between the BCJ diagram structures and the Feynman diagrams relevant to the 6-point in-
teraction. There was found to be a potential similarity between exactly the exchange and
half-ladder diagrams, originating from their propagator structure and topological likeness.
This conjecture led to a potential significant simplification to the construction of DC nu-
merator terms. Not many conclusions could be found however, and a lot of work would
still be needed to properly condense the conjectures presented into a respectable form, as
the inability to properly use the DC amplitude left us to present a variety of options rather
than confirm, and study, a specific one.
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Part IV: Appendix and References

12 Appendix
To illustrate a flavour exchange channel we have depicted below the contribution from the
channel with q1,2,3 = p1 + p2 + p3 exchange momentum:

A1,2,3 =
1

s1,2,3

(
s1,3s2,3t1,2(−s3,6s4,5t3,6t4,5+s1,5s4,6t3,6t4,5+s2,5s4,6t3,6t4,5+s3,5s4,6t3,6t4,5

+s1,4s5,6t3,6t4,5+s2,4s5,6t3,6t4,5+s3,4s5,6t3,6t4,5+s3,6s4,5t3,5t4,6−s1,5s4,6t3,5t4,6−s2,5s4,6t3,5t4,6

−s3,5s4,6t3,5t4,6+s1,4s5,6t3,5t4,6+s2,4s5,6t3,5t4,6+s3,4s5,6t3,5t4,6+s3,6s4,5t3,4t5,6+s1,5s4,6t3,4t5,6

+s2,5s4,6t3,4t5,6+s3,5s4,6t3,4t5,6−s1,4s5,6t3,4t5,6−s2,4s5,6t3,4t5,6−s3,4s5,6t3,4t5,6+s1,6s4,5(−t3,6t4,5

+t3,5t4,6+t3,4t5,6)+s2,6s4,5(−t3,6t4,5+t3,5t4,6+t3,4t5,6))+s1,2(s1,3t2,3(−s3,6s4,5t1,6t4,5+s1,5s4,6t1,6t4,5

+s2,5s4,6t1,6t4,5+s3,5s4,6t1,6t4,5+s1,4s5,6t1,6t4,5+s2,4s5,6t1,6t4,5+s3,4s5,6t1,6t4,5+s3,6s4,5t1,5t4,6

−s1,5s4,6t1,5t4,6−s2,5s4,6t1,5t4,6−s3,5s4,6t1,5t4,6+s1,4s5,6t1,5t4,6+s2,4s5,6t1,5t4,6+s3,4s5,6t1,5t4,6

+s3,6s4,5t1,4t5,6+s1,5s4,6t1,4t5,6+s2,5s4,6t1,4t5,6+s3,5s4,6t1,4t5,6−s1,4s5,6t1,4t5,6−s2,4s5,6t1,4t5,6

−s3,4s5,6t1,4t5,6+s1,6s4,5(−t1,6t4,5+t1,5t4,6+t1,4t5,6)+s2,6s4,5(−t1,6t4,5+t1,5t4,6+t1,4t5,6))

+s2,3t1,3(−s3,6s4,5t2,6t4,5+s1,5s4,6t2,6t4,5+s2,5s4,6t2,6t4,5+s3,5s4,6t2,6t4,5+s1,4s5,6t2,6t4,5

+s2,4s5,6t2,6t4,5+s3,4s5,6t2,6t4,5+s3,6s4,5t2,5t4,6−s1,5s4,6t2,5t4,6−s2,5s4,6t2,5t4,6−s3,5s4,6t2,5t4,6

+s1,4s5,6t2,5t4,6+s2,4s5,6t2,5t4,6+s3,4s5,6t2,5t4,6+s3,6s4,5t2,4t5,6+s1,5s4,6t2,4t5,6+s2,5s4,6t2,4t5,6

+s3,5s4,6t2,4t5,6−s1,4s5,6t2,4t5,6−s2,4s5,6t2,4t5,6−s3,4s5,6t2,4t5,6+s1,6s4,5(−t2,6t4,5+t2,5t4,6+t2,4t5,6)

+ s2,6s4,5(−t2,6t4,5 + t2,5t4,6 + t2,4t5,6)))
)

(80)

The full version of the compact kinematic numerator found in [2] is given as follows:

Na,b,c,d,e,f = sa,b
(
−se,f

(
sb,c (−4sa,f + 4 (sb,d + sc,d + sc,e) + 5sd,e)

+ sa,c (−4sa,f + 4 (sb,d + sc,d) + sb,c + 9sd,e) + 4s2a,b + 5sa,csa,d + s2a,c
)

+ 4 (sa,b + sa,c + sb,c) ((sa,c + sb,c) (−sa,f + sb,c + sb,d + sc,d) + sb,csc,e)

− 4sd,e (sa,dsb,c + sa,c (sb,d + sc,d)) + s2e,f (4sa,b + 5sa,c)
)

+ sf,e
(
−sb,a

(
sf,d (−4sf,a + 9sc,b + 4 (sd,c + se,c) + se,d)

+ se,d (−4sf,a + 4 (sd,b + sd,c + se,c) + 5sc,b) + 5sf,csf,d + s2f,d + 4s2f,e
)

+ 4 (se,d + sf,d + sf,e) ((se,d + sf,d) (−sf,a + sd,c + se,c + se,d) + sd,bse,d)

+ s2b,a (5sf,d + 4sf,e)− 4sc,b (sf,cse,d + sf,d (sd,c + se,c))
)

(81)
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Full A12,34,56 in only 9 indep Mandelstams: s1,2, s1,3, s1,4, s1,5, s2,3, s2,4, s3,4, s3,5, s4,5

(82)

4s1,4s
3
1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
−

4s24,5s
3
1,3(

s1,2 + s1,3 + s2,3
) (

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
) − 4s1,4s

2
1,3

+
8s1,4s3,5s

2
1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+ 4s3,5s

2
1,3 +

8s1,4s4,5s
2
1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
− 4s4,5s

2
1,3

+
8s21,4s

2
1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,2s1,4s
2
1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

8s1,4s1,5s
2
1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,4s2,3s
2
1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4

+
4s1,4s2,4s

2
1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

8s1,4s3,4s
2
1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
−

4s1,2s
2
4,5s

2
1,3(

s1,2 + s1,3 + s2,3
) (

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
)

−
4s3,4s

2
4,5s

2
1,3(

s1,2 + s1,3 + s2,3
) (

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
) −

4s23,5s
2
1,3

s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5

−
4s3,4s3,5s

2
1,3

s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
+

4s21,5s
2
1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5

+
4s1,2s1,5s

2
1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
− 4s

2
1,4s1,3 − 4s

2
1,5s1,3

+
4s1,4s

2
3,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,4s2,3s
2
4,5s1,3(

s1,2 + s1,3 + s2,3
) (

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
) − 4s1,2s1,4s1,3

− 4s1,2s1,5s1,3 − 8s1,4s1,5s1,3 − 4s1,4s2,3s1,3 − 4s1,4s2,4s1,3 − 4s1,5s2,4s1,3

− 4s1,4s3,4s1,3 + 4s1,2s3,5s1,3 + 8s1,5s3,5s1,3 +
4s1,4s2,4s3,5s1,3

s1,2 + s1,4 + s2,4

+
8s21,4s3,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,2s1,4s3,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

8s1,4s1,5s3,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,4s2,3s3,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4

+
4s1,4s2,4s3,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

8s1,4s3,4s3,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
− 4s1,2s4,5s1,3 − 8s1,4s4,5s1,3

− 8s1,5s4,5s1,3 +
4s2,3s2,4s4,5s1,3

s1,2 + s1,3 + s2,3
− 4s2,4s4,5s1,3 +

4s2,3s3,4s4,5s1,3

s1,2 + s1,3 + s2,3

− 4s3,4s4,5s1,3 +
8s1,4s3,5s4,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,4s2,3s4,5s1,3

s1,2 + s1,3 + s2,3
+

8s21,4s4,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4

+
4s1,2s1,4s4,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

8s1,4s1,5s4,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,4s2,3s4,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,4s2,4s4,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4

+
8s1,4s3,4s4,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

4s31,4s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,2s
2
1,4s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,4s
2
1,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4

+
4s1,4s

2
3,4s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

8s21,4s1,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,2s1,4s1,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

4s21,4s2,3s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4

+
4s1,4s1,5s2,3s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

4s21,4s2,4s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,4s1,5s2,4s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

8s21,4s3,4s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4

+
4s1,2s1,4s3,4s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

8s1,4s1,5s3,4s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,4s2,3s3,4s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,4s2,4s3,4s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4

−
4s1,2s3,4s

2
4,5s1,3(

s1,2 + s1,3 + s2,3
) (

s1,3 + s1,4 + s3,4
) +

4s1,5s2,3s2,4s1,3

s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4
−

4s1,2s
2
3,5s1,3

s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5

−
8s1,4s

2
3,5s1,3

s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
−

8s1,5s
2
3,5s1,3

s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
−

4s1,2s3,4s3,5s1,3

s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
−

8s1,4s3,4s3,5s1,3

s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5

−
8s1,5s3,4s3,5s1,3

s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
+

8s21,5s2,3s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
+ next page
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+
8s1,2s1,5s2,3s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
+

4s21,5s3,4s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5

+
4s1,2s1,5s3,4s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
+

8s21,5s3,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5

+
8s1,2s1,5s3,5s1,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
− 4s1,4s

2
3,5 +

4s1,4s2,4s
2
3,5

s1,2 + s1,4 + s2,4
− 4s

2
1,5s2,3

− 4s1,2s1,5s2,3 − 4s1,4s1,5s2,3 − 4s1,4s2,3s3,5 − 4s1,4s3,4s3,5 +
4s1,4s2,4s3,4s3,5

s1,2 + s1,4 + s2,4

+
4s1,4s2,3s2,4s3,5

s1,2 + s1,4 + s2,4
+

4s21,5s2,3s2,4

s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,2s1,5s2,3s2,4

s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,4s1,5s2,3s2,4

s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4
−

4s21,4s
2
3,5

s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5

−
4s21,5s

2
3,5

s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
−

4s1,2s1,4s
2
3,5

s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
−

4s1,2s1,5s
2
3,5

s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
−

8s1,4s1,5s
2
3,5

s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5

−
4s21,4s3,4s3,5

s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
−

4s21,5s3,4s3,5

s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
−

4s1,2s1,4s3,4s3,5

s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
−

4s1,2s1,5s3,4s3,5

s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
−

8s1,4s1,5s3,4s3,5

s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5

+
4s21,5s

2
2,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
+

4s1,2s1,5s
2
2,3

s1,3 + s1,4 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5

+
4s21,5s

2
3,5

s1,3 + s1,4 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
+

4s1,2s1,5s
2
3,5

s1,3 + s1,4 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5

+
4s21,5s2,3s3,4

s1,3 + s1,4 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
+

4s1,2s1,5s2,3s3,4

s1,3 + s1,4 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5

+
8s21,5s2,3s3,5

s1,3 + s1,4 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
+

8s1,2s1,5s2,3s3,5

s1,3 + s1,4 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5

+
4s21,5s3,4s3,5

s1,3 + s1,4 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5
+

4s1,2s1,5s3,4s3,5

s1,3 + s1,4 + s2,3 + s2,4 + s3,4 + s3,5 + s4,5

A12,34,56 in Mandelstam invariant form with Soft Limit θ:

(83)

4s1,3s
3
1,4θ

4

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

8s21,3s
2
1,4θ

4

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,2s1,3s
2
1,4θ

4

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,3s1,4s
2
1,5θ

4

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4

+
4s31,3s1,4θ

4

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,2s
2
1,3s1,4θ

4

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

8s1,3s
2
1,4s1,5θ

4

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

8s21,3s1,4s1,5θ
4

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4

+
4s1,2s1,3s1,4s1,5θ

4

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

4s21,3s
2
1,5θ

4

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 + s2,3,4
+

4s1,2s
2
1,3s1,5θ

4

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 + s2,3,4

− 4s1,3s
2
1,4θ

3 − 4s1,3s
2
1,5θ

3 − 4s
2
1,3s1,4θ

3 − 4s1,2s1,3s1,4θ
3 − 4s1,2s1,3s1,5θ

3 − 8s1,3s1,4s1,5θ
3

+
8s1,3s

2
1,4s3,5θ

3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

8s21,3s1,4s3,5θ
3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,2s1,3s1,4s3,5θ
3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

8s1,3s1,4s1,5s3,5θ
3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4

+
8s1,3s

2
1,4s4,5θ

3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

8s21,3s1,4s4,5θ
3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,2s1,3s1,4s4,5θ
3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

8s1,3s1,4s1,5s4,5θ
3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4

+
4s1,3s

2
1,4s2,3θ

3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

4s21,3s1,4s2,3θ
3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,3s1,4s1,5s2,3θ
3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,3s
2
1,4s2,4θ

3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4

+
4s21,3s1,4s2,4θ

3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,3s1,4s1,5s2,4θ
3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

8s1,3s
2
1,4s3,4θ

3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

8s21,3s1,4s3,4θ
3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4

+
4s1,2s1,3s1,4s3,4θ

3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

8s1,3s1,4s1,5s3,4θ
3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
−

4s31,3s
2
4,5θ

3(
θs1,2 + θs1,3 + s2,3

) (
θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4

) + next page
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−
4s1,2s

2
1,3s

2
4,5θ

3(
θs1,2 + θs1,3 + s2,3

) (
θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4

) +
8s1,3s

2
1,5s2,3θ

3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 + s2,3,4

+
8s1,2s1,3s1,5s2,3θ

3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 + s2,3,4
+

4s1,3s
2
1,5s3,4θ

3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 + s2,3,4

+
4s1,2s1,3s1,5s3,4θ

3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 + s2,3,4
+

8s1,3s
2
1,5s3,5θ

3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 + s2,3,4

+
8s1,2s1,3s1,5s3,5θ

3

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 + s2,3,4
+

4s1,3s1,4s
2
3,5θ

2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4

+
4s1,3s1,4s2,3s

2
4,5θ

2(
θs1,2 + θs1,3 + s2,3

) (
θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4

) − 4s
2
1,5s2,3θ

2 − 4s1,3s1,4s2,3θ
2

−4s1,2s1,5s2,3θ
2 −4s1,4s1,5s2,3θ

2 −4s1,3s1,4s2,4θ
2 −4s1,3s1,5s2,4θ

2 −4s1,3s1,4s3,4θ
2

+ 4s
2
1,3s3,5θ

2
+ 4s1,2s1,3s3,5θ

2
+ 8s1,3s1,5s3,5θ

2
+

4s1,3s1,4s2,4s3,5θ
2

θs1,2 + θs1,4 + s2,4

+
4s1,3s1,4s2,3s3,5θ

2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,3s1,4s2,4s3,5θ
2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

8s1,3s1,4s3,4s3,5θ
2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
− 4s

2
1,3s4,5θ

2

− 4s1,2s1,3s4,5θ
2 − 8s1,3s1,4s4,5θ

2 − 8s1,3s1,5s4,5θ
2
+

8s1,3s1,4s3,5s4,5θ
2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4

+
4s1,3s1,4s2,3s4,5θ

2

θs1,2 + θs1,3 + s2,3
+

4s1,3s1,4s2,3s4,5θ
2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,3s1,4s2,4s4,5θ
2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4

+
8s1,3s1,4s3,4s4,5θ

2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,3s1,4s
2
3,4θ

2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
+

4s1,3s1,4s2,3s3,4θ
2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4

+
4s1,3s1,4s2,4s3,4θ

2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4
−

4s21,3s3,4s
2
4,5θ

2(
θs1,2 + θs1,3 + s2,3

) (
θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4

)
−

4s1,2s1,3s3,4s
2
4,5θ

2(
θs1,2 + θs1,3 + s2,3

) (
θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,4

) +
4s21,5s2,3s2,4θ

2

s2,3,4

+
4s1,2s1,5s2,3s2,4θ

2

s2,3,4
+

4s1,3s1,5s2,3s2,4θ
2

s2,3,4
+

4s1,4s1,5s2,3s2,4θ
2

s2,3,4

+
4s21,5s

2
2,3θ

2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 + s2,3,4
+

4s1,2s1,5s
2
2,3θ

2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 + s2,3,4

+
4s21,5s

2
3,5θ

2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 + s2,3,4
+

4s1,2s1,5s
2
3,5θ

2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 + s2,3,4

+
4s21,5s2,3s3,4θ

2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 + s2,3,4
+

4s1,2s1,5s2,3s3,4θ
2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 + s2,3,4

+
8s21,5s2,3s3,5θ

2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 + s2,3,4
+

8s1,2s1,5s2,3s3,5θ
2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 + s2,3,4

+
4s21,5s3,4s3,5θ

2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 + s2,3,4
+

4s1,2s1,5s3,4s3,5θ
2

θs1,3 + θs1,4 + s3,5 + s4,5 + s2,3,4

−
4s21,3s

2
3,5θ

2

s3,4,5
−

4s21,4s
2
3,5θ

2

s3,4,5
−

4s21,5s
2
3,5θ

2

s3,4,5
−

4s1,2s1,3s
2
3,5θ

2

s3,4,5
−

4s1,2s1,4s
2
3,5θ

2

s3,4,5

−
8s1,3s1,4s

2
3,5θ

2

s3,4,5
−

4s1,2s1,5s
2
3,5θ

2

s3,4,5
−

8s1,3s1,5s
2
3,5θ

2

s3,4,5
−

8s1,4s1,5s
2
3,5θ

2

s3,4,5

−
4s21,3s3,4s3,5θ

2

s3,4,5
−

4s21,4s3,4s3,5θ
2

s3,4,5
−

4s21,5s3,4s3,5θ
2

s3,4,5
−

4s1,2s1,3s3,4s3,5θ
2

s3,4,5

−
4s1,2s1,4s3,4s3,5θ

2

s3,4,5
−

8s1,3s1,4s3,4s3,5θ
2

s3,4,5
−

4s1,2s1,5s3,4s3,5θ
2

s3,4,5

−
8s1,3s1,5s3,4s3,5θ

2

s3,4,5
−

8s1,4s1,5s3,4s3,5θ
2

s3,4,5
− 4s1,4s

2
3,5θ +

4s1,4s2,4s
2
3,5θ

θs1,2 + θs1,4 + s2,4

− 4s1,4s2,3s3,5θ − 4s1,4s3,4s3,5θ +
4s1,4s2,4s3,4s3,5θ

θs1,2 + θs1,4 + s2,4
+

4s1,4s2,3s2,4s3,5θ

θs1,2 + θs1,4 + s2,4

− 4s1,3s2,4s4,5θ +
4s1,3s2,3s2,4s4,5θ

θs1,2 + θs1,3 + s2,3
− 4s1,3s3,4s4,5θ +

4s1,3s2,3s3,4s4,5θ

θs1,2 + θs1,3 + s2,3

Apalogies for the formatting, it was hard to get an equation as large as this to fit nicely.
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